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1. INTRODUCTION 
Abstract 
After having given the motivation for the work presented in this thesis (Section 1.1), 
an overview and introduction to the work is given in Section 1.2. The general 
principles of the spectroscopic techniques we worked with, is presented in Section 1.3, 
together with some typical examples. In this section, we first present a single particle 
description, followed by some comments in terras of a many body approach. 
1.1. Motivation 
Every person on this planet has, one way or the other, some interaction with the 
fourteenth element of the periodic table: silicon. Apart from an average of 15 grams 
present in the human body, the earth's crust contains ~28 weight% silicon which 
makes it after oxygen the most frequently occuring element. In the earth, silicon is 
found mostly in oxidic form and is denoted as silicate when it is as anion bound to 
metal ions. The name silicon is derived from the Latin word stlex, or, sthcts, which 
means hard stone and already in ancient times man was able to use these silicates 
for the fabrication of pottery and glass. Nowadays it is used in polymers, concrete, 
catalysts, solar-energy converters, and integrated circuits, to mention just a few. 
From the latter arises the motivation of the work presented here because the metal-
silicon interface is of obvious and extreme importance for modern electronic and device 
technology. This comes about because of the almost unique phenomelogy of semi-
conductors in general and silicon in particular. A great deal of information has been 
collected over the last 40-50 years which is essential to the development of modern 
electronics and communication industry. Nevertheless it must be stressed that the mi-
croscopic origin of the phenomenology is poorly understood. Furthermore, not only 
the academic interest of understanding the fundamental principles of processes going 
on at interfaces has been the inducement of this study but also the fact that many 
interface properties and their uses in devices are continually being developed, mostly 
on a purely empirical basis. This empirical development is extremely expensive and 
time consuming and one would clearly like to have a better understanding of the fun-
damental principles in order to reduce the imperfections in product development. 
In this work we take the standpoint that detailed understanding of the chemistry 
and chemical bonding between metal and silicon atoms are important parameters in 
1 
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the determination of interface properties. One component of this thesis thus presents a 
state of the art study of the electronic state densities in a series of metal suicides with 
the underlying idea that the same principles which you apply to a periodic array of 
metal-silicon systems would also apply at metal-silicon interfaces. We note that such 
an experimental investigation is well timed because the techniques used (XPS, BIS, 
XES, etc, see Section 1.3) have all reached a state of maturity during recent years and 
the data can be interpreted. Also partial density of states (DOS) can now be computed 
in a relatively routine way and are now considered reliable. We will show how these 
methods can be combined to give considerable insight into the local and symmetry 
selected DOS and more complicated questions of self-energy and core-hole effects. 
A second line of investigation is the study of real interfaces with an eye to determine 
the actual chemistry on the interface (i.e., does compound formation takes place? 
which compounds?) and to use the chemical shifts of core level lines as an indication 
of the local variations in electronic potentials near the interface. Once the chemistry 
of the interface is mapped out the underlying physics can be studied, for example, the 
formation of Schottky barriers. 
1.2. Overview 
As stated in Section 1.1, the motivation of the work presented in this thesis is the 
need for a better understanding of the microscopic origin of potential differences at 
metal-silicon junctions. We believe that by understanding the electronic properties 
of the bulk silicide, one should be able to distinguish between bulk silicide properties 
and intrinsic interface properties and ultimately can understand the interface evolution 
from silicon metal to silicon silicide metal. In 1986, when this work started, there was a 
considerable body of literature on spectroscopic studies of suicides [1-4, and references 
therein] and in particular W. Speier had done a lot of work on x-ray photoeletron 
spectroscopy (XPS) and Bremsstrahlung Isochromat spectroscopy (BIS) studies.5"10 
The first task in our work was to round off certain points arising from that work and in 
particular to integrate x-ray absorption and -emission spectra into the whole picture. 
This line of research proved to be more fruitful than originally imagined and thus takes 
up a considerable portion of this thesis. 
With respect to the spectroscopy of metal-silicon junctions there also was, of course, 
quite some information available in literature and more is still appearing. We noticed, 
however, that very little had been done on interactions of electro positive elements 
with silicon and we thus chose to make an intensive study of the interaction between 
barium and silicon. The choice of barium is partly based on physical- and partly on 
practical arguments. The influence of barium- and bariumoxide layers on the silicon 
work function is large (Αφ « 2.5 eV),11 which makes this system a good test case for 
the existing Schottky-barrier models (see Section 1.2.3). The practical arguments are 
originating from the industrial interest to this system (see Section 1.2.2) and made a 
fruitful coorporation possible with the Philips Research Laboratories, which provided 
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us with the required Ba evaporation sources. 
In order to make this thesis accessable to the more general reader, we consider below 
several aspects of the field separately. This, of course, leads to some overlap with later 
chapters which are mainly derived from publications arising from the research. We do 
not consider this a disadvantage. The aspects considered below are: 
1. Bonding in metal-silicides. 
2. Practical aspects to device construction. 
3. Schottky-barrier formation at metal-silicon interfaces. 
4. The role of spectroscopy. 
Finally, in Subsection 1.2.5 some attention has been paid to the high temperature 
superconductors. 
1.2.1. Bonding in metal-silicides 
At about the mid 80's the state of the art of the knowledge of metal-silicon interactions 
can be summarized as follows:1-4 The bonding mechanism in transition metal suicides 
is due to the formation of molecular orbitals of bonding and antibonding character that 
derive from the hybridization of transition metal (TM) d-band with the Si sp states. 
The role of the Si states in chemical bonding was not really established at that time 
and a discussion whether the Si configuration was sp3 or s2p2, was going on. Also there 
was no clear conclusion whether the TM d states should be regarded as nonbonding 
or bonding - antibonding, with respect to metal-silicon interaction. With the use of 
a combination of spectroscopic techniques, together with detailed and advanced band 
structure calculations, we tried to solve these problems. 
In Chapter 2 we concentrate on ТіЗіг, which has an electronic structure interme­
diate between that of the late transition metals8 and those at the beginning of the 
series,7,12 and is therefore an interesting material, from a fundamental point of view. 
Furthermore, ТіЗіг has attracted attention from industry because of its applications 
in integrated circuit technology. With the increasing silicon integrated circuit pack­
ing density, the line widths get narrower and the sheet resistance contribution to RC 
delay increases. Therefore, suicides which can be formed directly on polysilicon and 
which have a low resestivity, are much needed. Among all suicides, TiSia is one of 
the most important and has, for instance, the lowest resestivity of ~ ΙδμΩΰΐη and is 
very stable [13, and references therein]. In order to delineate the role of the different 
contributions of Si s, Si ρ and the TM d states in the band-structure, and to relate 
their role in bonding properties, we present a series of experimental and theoretical 
studies on ТіЗіг, for the occupied as well as for the unoccupied states. We note that 
the unoccupied states are just as important for the chemical and physical properties 
3 
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and that most of the Ti d states are above the Fermi level. We determined the char-
acter of states by using techniques which are sensitive to transition matrix element 
variations, and others which are site- and symmetry selective. A general scheme of 
metal d/silicon sp interactions is discussed, which may provide a basis for tracing the 
origin of cohesion and other physical properties to one specific partial density states 
and hence give chemical rationalizations. 
The general scheme presented in Chapter 2, demonstrated its usefulness in the 
elucidation of the results of Chapter 3. In this chapter, new data on the soft x-ray 
emission band spectra of the silicon atoms in transition-metal suicides are presented 
and we relate these data to DOS calculations and to chemical bonding. The measured 
Si £2,3 a n d Si К emission band spectra are more or less directly related to the Si s 
and d and to the Si ρ DOS, respectively. We will show that states with both Si s and 
d character give a contribution to the spectrum and that in the case of N1812 there 
is a significant Si s contribution right at the Fermi level (EF). By comparing the Si 
¿2,з and Si К emission band spectra, we will show the strong separation of Si s and ρ 
character in the total DOS. The influence of the occupation number of the TM d band 
on the one hand, and the composition of the TM suicides on the other hand, on the Si 
density of states has been studied. 
From Chapters 2 and 3 we draw the conclusion, amongst others, that the Si con­
figuration is approximately s'^p 2 4 but this can variate slightly with the occupation 
number of the TM d band. The Si s and ρ states have a low DOS at EF, thus form­
ing a quasi gap in which a significant portion of the TM d states is located. These 
d states are nonbonding with respect to metal-silicon interactions, but are considered 
to be bonding and antibonding with respect to metal-metal interactions. The major 
portion of the TM d states, however, is situated on either side of the Si quasi gap 
and hybridises with TM d/Si sp states. This hybridization is the driving force in the 
chemical bonding between the TM and Si. 
Chapter 4 is devoted to the core-hole effect encountered in x-ray absorption spec­
troscopy (XAS) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). This is known to distort the 
local density of states around the core ionized site and the effects may be very complex 
for narrow conduction bands with possibly large multiplet interactions,14,15 but there 
is only a qualitive understanding for a very few x-ray edges of a few elements. An 
understanding of core-hole effects in general is necessary for XAS studies of unoccu­
pied state densities, to interpret the spectral function of many Auger transitions, and 
to analyse the dymamics and satellite structures in photoemission, x-ray emission and 
other techniques involving creation or anihilation of core holes.1 6 , 1 7 
The core-hole effect can be successfully described by ab initio supercell calculations 
in which a core vacancy in the excited state is explicitely included. A Clogston-Wolff 
impurity model can also describe the core-hole effect and here only the ground state 
partial densities of states at the site to be ionized is needed as input. From the model 
simulations, reasonable values for the core-hole potentials are found and discussed. 
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1.2.2. Practical aspects of device construction 
With Chapter 4, part one of the suicide project (and also of this thesis), namely the 
basis for further metal-silicon interface studies, is concluded and thus Chapter 5 and 6 
ring in the second part. In these two chapters, interface reactions of the Ba/Si(100)-2 χ 1 
system are studied by means of XPS, BIS, x-ray induced Auger electron spectgroscopy 
(XAES), and by synchrotron photoemission spectroscopy. The Ba/Si system has been 
intensively studied because of its possible application in photocathodes to obtain neg­
ative electron affinities, and in thermionic energy converters.18-21 Generally speaking, 
in technology using metal silicon contacts, stability of the interface is of paramount 
importance and the first questions to be asked are whether reaction and compound 
formation takes place, and is the interface chemically stable1 , 2 , 4? In this context, bar­
ium offers a very good perspective because it is much more stable than e.g. Cs, but 
generates a similar lowering of the work function. Moreover, investigations of the Ba-
Si system may act as a link between other important interface families such as Si and 
alkali-metals, d-metals, or rare-earth metals [20,22-24, and references therein]. 
Thus, in Chapter 5, we first investigate if and when, barium suicides are formed. We 
show that XAES is a powerful method for this, and that two possible Ba-Si phases are 
formed upon annealing a silicon substrate on which a barium layer of ~5 monolayers 
was deposited. 
1.2.3. Schottky-barrier formation at metal-silicon interfaces 
Once the question of suicide formation has been established, room temperature reac­
tions of this system can be studied. Thus in Chapter 6, core-level shifts and -intensities, 
measured as a function of Ba layer thickness, are analysed and discussed. From these 
results, the morphology of growth of Ba on a Si(100) crystal is deduced. Core-level 
shifts are explained in terms of band bending, Schottky-barrier formation, and changes 
in the work function due to Ba deposition. 
The rectifying properties of metal-semiconductor contacts, were already discovered 
by Braun at the end of the nineteenth century25 and approximately 60 years later 
Schottky26 and Mott 2 7 proposed the barrier height to equal the difference of the work 
function of the metal and the electron affinity of the semiconductor. Many models 
have been presented since with various degrees of success [28, and references therein]. 
For instance, the linear relation between barrier height and metal work function, as 
predicted by Schottky,26 is not in agreement with the experimental findings. In the 
late 1940's, Bardeen29 used the concept of Fermi-level pinning by interface states to 
explain the failure of the Schottky model. Later, Spicer et αΖ.30,31 proposed that de­
fects are responsible for the localized states, while Heine32 argued that surface states 
determine SB heights. The concept introduced by Heine was elaborated by Flores 
et al.33 and Tersoff,34,35 resulting in a model which implies metal induced gap states 
(MIGS). Tersoff's model is based on a self-consistent pseudo potential approach to the 
determination of the elctronc structure of the interface. He concludes that when the 
5 
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metal DOS is relatively featureless througout the gap and the MIGS penetrate enough 
to screen the interface, then the position of E? in the gap is determined primarily by 
the complex band structure of the semiconductor. However, while these theories can 
explain a number of the experimental facts, the observation that a given semiconductor 
can produce different Schottky-barriers is in disagreement with them. 
Recently, Mönch demonstrated that both defect states and induced gap states must 
be taken into account and that the effects of these factors must be corrected by 
Schottky-like terms, which are determined by the semiconductor electron affinity and 
the metal work function.36 Using these results and the theoretical framework of Car-
dona and Christensen,37 Niles et al.38 introduced in their so called "unified picture" a 
simple formula for η-type Schottky-barrier heights, which will be discussed in Chapter 
6. 
With the use of our spectroscopic methods we can verify this model by measuring 
the Schottky-barrier height on the one hand, and determining the energies of the MIGS 
on the other hand. By comparing the measured energies with calculated ones, one can 
establish if the measured gap states are important in the unified picture. This kind 
of calculations, however, are still at their infancy. We know, for example, that local 
density approximation (LDA) calculations underestimate the semiconductor band gap 
by a factor of two, due to self-energy effects.39"41 These developments, and the recent 
publications about the surface photovoltaic effect [42,43, and references therein], which 
is strongly related to the Schottky barrier if measured with photoemission, shows that 
the discussion about Schottky-barrier formation, which started about 50 years ago,26 is 
still very actual and that further experimented and theoretical studies are much needed. 
1.2.4. The role of spectroscopy 
About 30 years ago, spectroscopy was recognized as probably the main source of infor­
mation on the electronic structure of materials.4 4 , 4 5 Since then, "modern band struc­
ture" had been developed and computations have given an enormous insight into mate­
rials with regular periodic crystaline structures. However, in our view this has actually 
increased the need of spectroscopic measurements. The reasons for this are complex 
but we can summarize them briefly here. First we note that the most modern band 
structure calculations are based on the local density approximation to the full density 
functional theory of Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham. 4 6 , 4 7 The local appraximation seems 
to be rather good but still must be tested further. Also, the density functional theory 
refers to the ground state of the system. It does not nessecarily give excited states 
correctly and in particular it gives bad values for the band gaps in semiconductors and 
insulators, unless the energy depence of the self energy is correctly taken into account. 
This has been calculated for only a very few systems.39"41 Thus spectroscopic measure­
ments are essential to test even band structures of simple systems and the computation 
of the so called self-energy correction. Note also that the self energies themselves are 
complex ciuantities with the imaginary part leading to damping and consequent life 
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time broadening of the electronic density of states. 
A second motivation for the combination of spectroscopic measurements with cal-
culations, arises from complexs and non-periodic structures. Bloch's theorem and 
periodicity play a central role in modern band structure calculations. Surfaces break 
the periodicity and reduce the symmetry, and surface reconstructions (i.e., movement 
of the surface atoms, away from the equilibrium bulk positions) are very common.48 
Thus surfaces and interfaces present very special problems and whilst one could in 
principle use energy minimalisation in combination with variable atom positions to 
find both the surface structure and the electronic structure. In practice, the compu-
tational effort involved is enormous, very expensive, and only feasible for a very few 
systems. In general, it is nessecary to work with approximations for computation of 
surface electronic structure. Thus again, spectroscopic measurements have an essential 
role to play. 
Finally, we note that there is a long tradition on using spectroscopic measurements 
to diagnose the geometric structure and the presence of compound formation. In 
particular, in photoemission and Auger spectroscopy the use of chemical shifts were 
central to the idea of ESCA (electronic spectroscopy for chemical analysis)49 and this 
aspect of the spectroscopy will also appear in this thesis. 
1.2.5. High temperature superconductors 
At the end of the year 1986, Bednorz and Müller reported the superconductivity at 
elevated temperatures in exotic ceramic materials.50 Their discovery, for which they 
received the Nobel prize in 1987, caused hundreds of scientists to work on these ma-
terials. We also jumped on the bandwagon just because it is interesting physics and 
because our spectroscopic techniques can provide part of the information needed for 
the explanation of the (still not yet fully understood) physical processes which cause 
these materials to be superconducting. The results of our findings are presented in 
Appendix A. 
One of the crucial points at that time, was the sample integrity of these super-
conductors when they were kept under ultra high vacuum conditions. Related to this 
problem was, therefore, the reliability of the spectral information. We found that the 
О Is XPS spectrum can be used to characterise the surface of these materials and can 
thus provide the required information of the (surface) condition of the sample. Another 
central problem was the on-site correlation energy of the Cu 3d electrons. We showed 
that the energy of the Cu d8 configuration is too high to play a significant role in the 
ground state. 
1.3. Experimental techniques 
Spectroscopic techniques of different kinds provide the most direct source of infor­
mation on the electronic energy levels of solids. In this thesis we shall make extensive 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic energy diagram of spectroscopic techniques. Shown are a 
completely empty conduction band, a completely filled valence band, and some core 
levels. Electrons are indicated with solid circles, empty states with open circles, 
incoming or outgoing photons as little "wave packets" with energy hi/, and the 
electron transitions by vertical arrows. The techniques are explained in subsections 
of the same name in Section 1.3. 
use of such techniques. It is useful at this point, therefore, to discuss some of these 
spectroscopic methods, and the type of information they can provide. I intend to 
present the reader a fairly simple exposition of experimental techniques and I don't 
want to bother her or him with incomprehensible formulas and complicated discourses. 
On the other hand, however, a full explanation of the measured spectra requires a 
more fundamental and advanced approach, and thus formulas are inevitable. A mid­
dle course is steered by first treating x-ray and electron spectroscopies in the "single 
particle", or "independent electron" approach, followed, by some comments in terms 
of a many body approach. The reader who is interested in more details is referred to 
the various excellent textbooks and reviews of which a few are listed at the end of this 
chapter.4 5·5 1"5 4 
A schematic diagram of the five techniques mostly used in this thesis, is given in 
Fig. 1.1. In this figure, electrons are indicated by solid circles and empty electron levels 
by open circles. X-ray and ultra-violet photons are shown as little 'wave packets" with 
energy hi/. The figure includes core levels, a completely filled valence band, and a 
completely empty conduction band. Going down in the figure means going down in 
energy, г.е., electrons in the core levels are more strongly bound to the atom than 
electrons in the valence band. 
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Method 
XPS 
BIS 
XES 
AES 
XAS 
Particles used 
in out 
photon electron 
electron photon 
photon 
electron 
photon 
Information 
about: 
filled levels 
empty levels 
filled levels 
filled levels 
empty levels 
Type of 
information 
total DOS 
total DOS 
site- and symm. 
site- and symm. 
site- and symm. 
selective 
selective 
selective 
Table 1.1: Spectroscopic methods. See Section 1.3 for discussion. 
In the following five subsections, the techniques shown in Fig. 1.1 are subsequently 
discussed. We will show that each spectroscopy has its own specific properties like site-
and symmetry selectivity, measuring empty or filled states, etc. With a proper combi-
nation of the various spectroscopic methods, one can obtain quite detailed information 
about the electronic structure of both occupied and unoccupied density of states. Table 
1.1, finally, gives a brief summary of the spectroscopic methods discussed. 
1.3.1. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
The most powerful source of information on filled levels is that of photoelectron spec-
troscopy. The essence of the photoelectron experiment is to expose the sample to a 
beam of monoenergetic photons that have sufficient energy to kick the electron out 
of the solid into the vacuum (See Fig. 1.1, part XPS). These so called photoelectrons 
then, are captured in a electron energy analyser in which their kinetic energy (KE) is 
measured very accurately. By subtracting the measured KE energy from the well de-
fined photon energy (hi/), one finds the energy with which the electron was previously 
bound in the solid, i.e., the binding energy (BE). To put this in a formula: 
BE = hv-KE. (1.1) 
The photon energies (kv) most frequently used are 1253.64 eV (Mg Ka transition) and 
1486.65 eV (Al Ka transition), which are both in the x-ray region. The electron energy 
analyser not only measures the electron energy but at the same time the number of 
electrons with that specific energy which escape from the solid. A typical result of such 
an experiment is given in Fig. 1.2. In the topmost panel a XPS spectrum from the 
silicon valence band (cross-hatched in Fig. 1.1) is shown. In this figure the number of 
electrons (intensity) is plotted as a function of the BE, with the Fermi level (Ep) as 
zero binding energy. At absolute zero temperature, the Fermi level corresponds to the 
sharp cut-off between filled and empty levels. At higher temperatures, some electrons 
are excited to higher energies. XPS thus can give a direct picture of the occupied density 
of states which is of paramount importance for the analysis of bonding properties in, 
or at surfaces of, solids. 
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Figure 1.2: XPS, XES, and AES 
spectra of the silicon valence band. 
The XPS spectrum (top panel) rep­
resents the Si 3« and 3p DOS. In 
the second panel, the ¿2,3 emission 
band spectrum is attributed to Si 
3s states and the К emission band 
to Si 3p. The KI^V and KL2>3V 
Auger spectra both reflect Si 3s and 
3p states but each in different ra­
tio's. See the text for further ex­
planation. 
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In the remainder of this subsection we will deal with the concepts of XPS in a more 
elaborated way. The photoionization transition probability is expressed by Fermi's 
Golden Rule: 
2π (1.2) 
where |г(./ )) is the ground state with energy e, of the N-particle system, and \f{N)) 
the final state with energy ε/ after absorption of the photon energy Τιω. The ¿-function 
takes care of the required energy conservation while the interaction between light and 
matter is given by the Hamiltonian Htnt and is expressed as: 
Я-^Σ,-^-Ρ,. 27ПС 
(1.3) 
with A the photon vector field and Pj the electron momentum operator of electron 
j . Assuming now that for the photoelectron the time needed to leave the atomic 
site is much shorter than the response time of the system, then the outgoing electron 
is assumed not to have any further interaction with the system left behind. This 
so-called sudden approximation reduces the photoemission transition rate to a one-
electron matrix element, multiplied by the overlap integral of the initial- and final 
states of the (N — l)-electron system. The spectral intensity is then given by: 
/ „ M oc \(f(N - l)\i(N - 1))\2\(Φί\Α ·ρ|0,}|2<5(ε/ - ε, - Τιω), (1.4) 
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where \φ,) and |</>/) are the one-electron wave functions of the photoelectron in its initial 
and final state, respectively. The one-electron matrix element variâtes slowly with the 
binding energy of the photoelectron and can be ignored in core level XPS. In valence 
band spectroscopy, however, this effect, and band structure effects are important. The 
latter can be taken into account by a sum over initial and final states which results in: 
Ι(ε) oc Σ / d3k\(<t>f\A • P № . > № / ( * ) - ε,(Λ) - ϋω]δ[ε - e,(fc)], (1.5) 
«,ƒ B Z 
For angle integrated photoemission spectroscopy, integration has to be performed over 
the whole Brillouin zone (BZ). In Equation 1.5, δ[ε — e,(fc)] takes care of wave vector 
conservation, required in optical transitions, and cause the structures in valence band 
spectra of low-energy photoemission to depend on the photon energy.55 By using high 
photon energies (hu > 100 eV) the structure in the final state becomes smeared out 
and also phonon assisted transitions are allowed. 
The energy dependence of the one-electron matrix element is described by the 
formalism of Winter et al.56 Here the underlying principle is Fermi's Golden Rule 
as given by the Equations 1.2 and 1.3. Multiple scattering effects for the emitted 
photoelectron have been neglected which is justified in view of the high kinetic energy 
of the emitted electron,57 leading to the so-called single site approximation.58,59 This 
approximation makes it possible to separate the photoionization transition rate into 
an atomic cross section σ and band structure effects: 
/(e) = J X e M e ) , (1.6) 
where the summation is over the angular momentum quantum number /. For a full 
description of Equation 1.6, see Ref. 56. The orbital cross section <τ/(ε) is determined 
mainly by the penetration into the core region of the atom by the final-state wave 
function 5 Nevertheless, changes in the matrix elements by a factor of 5 in early-
transition-metal d states, due to bonding effects and final-state energy dependence 
effects, have been reported.5 
The above treatment has yielded considerable success5,10 since good agreement has 
been found between measured valence band spectra and self-consistently calculated 
DOS, using density functional theory, the local density approximation and corrections 
for matrix elements. On the other hand, however, this approach does not account for 
many body electron correlation and exchange interactions, which are characterized by 
the self-energy Σ ^ ε ) [60,61, and references therein]. The DOS η'(ε) is then given by: 
η·(ε) =--^m{^2Gkk(e)} , (1.7) 
n
 к 
where С**(е) = [ζ — ε*, — Σ ^ ( ε ) ] _ 1 is the diagoncd matrix element of the single-particle 
Green's function. In this equation cross section effects are not included and off-diagonal 
elements of the self-energy corrections are presumed to be negligible. The real part of 
the self-energy is related to shifts of LDA peak positions, while the imaginary part is 
related to lifetime broadening, associated with the excited final state. 
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Applications of XPS 
Before we look at a specific example in the following paragraph, one important aspect 
of XPS must be mentioned. The photoelectrons are strongly scattered by the solid 
and can loose some of their KE before they escape from the solid. This gives a strong 
background in the spectrum. Only electrons from a very thin surface layer (~ 10-
20 Â) can escape without energy losses and contribute to the spectrum. This means 
that XPS is a surface sensitive technique which implies that the surface must be free 
from any contamination in order to get reliable results. This requires ultra-high vacuum 
conditions in the spectrometer, with pressures in the range of 10 -10 millibar. With these 
pressures one can measure ~3-5 hours without significant contamination, depending on 
the sort of sample and/or experiment. On the other hand, each element has electrons 
bound in core levels with binding energies which are characteristic for each element. 
These binding energies can be measured with XPS and the technique itself thus provides 
a means of measuring the surface composition and cleanliness of the sample. 
An illustrative example of the possibilities of XPS is given in Fig. 1.3. In the bottom 
panel a spectrum of a clean silicon (Si) crystal is shown on a very large energy scale. 
It is a completly flat spectrum with only a group of six peaks between 100 and 200 
electronvolt (eV) binding energy, and a little bump just below Ep. Four of these peaks, 
indicated with stars, are so called bulk plasmons and will not be discussed here.62 The 
remaining two sharp peaks at 100 eV and 150 eV BE, are silicon core levels and arc 
named Si 2p and Si 2s, respectively. These core levels can be measured in more detail 
as is done for the Si 2p core level, which can be seen in one of the insets. Line shapes 
and exact peak positions can give important information about chemical and physical 
properties and processes. The fact that the left-hand side of the spectrum does not 
show any peaks or structure, is indicative of the cleanliness of the sample's surface. 
The most common and frequently appearing contaminants, carbon and oxigen, have 
their characteristic peaks at ~284 eV and at ~543 eV BE, respectively, and at these 
energies no peaks or whatsoever is visible in the spectrum presented. 
The spectrum shown in the top panel of Fig. 1.3 is also measured from a Si crystal 
but now with a barium layer of ~5 atomic layers or ~ 23Â, deposited on top. In this 
energy range Ba has quite a few core levels and going towards EF we can distinguish 
successively Ba 3d levels, Ba 4s, Ba 4p, Si 2s, Si 2p, Ba id, and finally Ba 5p. (All ρ and 
d core levels contain two components).63 A remarkable result is the strongly reduced 
intensity of the Si 2s and 2p core levels because of the attenuation of the signal, arising 
from the Ba surface layer on top of the Si substrate. The relative intensity can be 
used as an indication of the thickness of the Ba overlayer. (See also Chapter б). A 
spectrum with a wide energy range as presented here is mostly used to obtain some 
broad information about the specimen, such as, which elements are present in the 
sample and in what ratio?, is the sample contaminated?, and, to which energies do I 
have to tune in my analyser to make more detailed spectra? The latter, like the three 
little insets, is necessary for more specific information and then a careful analysis is 
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Figure 1.3: XPS spectrum of a clean silicon crystal (bottom panel) and of a silicon 
sample with a barium layer on top. The core levels are indicated in the figure and 
from a few of them a more detailed spectrum is shown in the insets. 
made of line shapes and peak positions and eventually of satellites. This is extensively 
discussed in the next chapters. 
1.3.2. Bremsstrahlung Isochromat spectroscopy (BIS) 
In the last decade the inverse process of XPS has developed into a useful spectroscopy: 
Bremsstrahlung Isochromat spectroscopy (BIS). As schematically shown in Fig. 1.1, in 
this technique the sample is exposed to a beam of electrons of known energy. Some of 
the electrons enter the solid and undergo transitions to empty states in the conduction 
band. The energy difference between the initial- and final state of the incoming electron, 
is emitted as a photon of which the energy can be measured. By subtracting this photon 
energy from the initial energy, it is possible to deduce the conduction band energy in 
which the electron ends up and thus a spectrum of unoccupied states is measured. In 
formal language, the observed intensity can, analogous to the XPS case, be written as: 
/ „ M oc |(/(tf + 1)|г(І + 1 ) ) | 2 K ^ | A ·ρ|0.>|2«(ε/ - е. + M - (1.8) 
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By combining XPS with BIS one obtains a complete picture of the bands, including 
both empty and filled states. 
1.3.3. X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) 
In this technique, a hole is first generated in a core orbital by electron or x-ray bom­
bardment. Once a hole has been created it must decay. Then an electron from a 
core level with lower BE (higher up in Fig. 1.1) or from the valence band, decays into 
the core vacancy, emitting its excess energy as x-rays. Because each element has very 
characteristic core level binding energies, the x-ray radiation is also unique for a spe­
cific element and for a specific transition. Valence bands can be studied by tuning the 
photon energy analyser to the energy typical for a transition from the valence band to 
a particular core level. Since the core orbitale correspond to relatively sharp energy 
levels, the structure and width of the XES spectra reflects the density of states in the 
valence band. 
The x-ray emission process has to fulfil some physical laws which gives this technique 
its specific properties. For instance, the XES matrix element is short ranged and 
therefore an electron in the valence band of atom A is not allowed to fall into the core 
vacancy of atom B. This restriction is extremely useful while measuring valence bands 
of alloys or compounds because it is thus possible to separate electron densities in the 
valence band, originating from different elements in the sample. This in contrast to 
XPS where it is impossible to see if an electron which has been kicked out the valence 
band by incoming x-ray radiation (see Section 1.3.1), originated from atom A or from 
atom B. Another physical law which the x-ray emission process has to obey is given 
by the selection rules. Of especially importance is the dipole selection rule Δί = ± 1 
for the angular momentum quantum number Z. The allowed transitions are from s to 
p, from ρ to s or to d, and so on. (1 = 0 equals to s; I = 1 to p; I = 2 to d, etc.) This 
implies that if we know the angular momentum (I value) of the core orbital involved 
in the transition, we can deduce that of the orbitale which make up the valence band. 
An example is given in Fig. 1.2. In the second panel, two XES spectra are shown: 
Si ¿2,з emission band and the Si К emission band. In the former, an І/2,з (i.e., 2p) 
hole is created and only electrons with s or d character are allowed to contribute to 
the spectrum, while in the latter а К (i.e., Is) hole is created and only ρ electrons 
can decay. In this way the valence band spectrum is now unravelled into an s and ρ 
contribution. Comparing the XES spectra with the one of XPS, both in Fig. 1.2, we 
see that the latter can be built up from the two XES spectra by adding them in a 
proper ratio, just as we would expect. 
Just as in case of XPS, also in XES many body processes have to be included 
for a full description of the emission spectra. For example, in the emission spectra 
long tails at the low energy end are always observed. These tails are the result of 
electron-electron interactions of the Auger type (see Section 1.3.4) within the valence 
band.64 Landsberg65 made the first attempt to estimate the role of these interactions 
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quantatively and calculated the lifetime of the final state hole in the valence band of 
sodium metal and obtained line widths that increase from being zero at the Fermi 
level, up to significant values at the bottom of the band. Later on, full many-body 
formulations have been attempted by several other authors,66-68 leading to a better 
understanding of the emission process. 
1.3.4. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) 
The principle of this technique is quite similar to that of XES as is shown in Fig. 1.1. 
Again, a core hole is created by electron or x-ray bombardment. The core hole (say, 
level X) is then filled via an internal process in the atom whereby an electron from level 
Y falls into the core vacancy X, with the energy balance taken by a third electron from 
level Z. This electron, called an Auger electron after Pierre Auger who first observed 
such events in 1925, is then ejected from the atom with a kinetic energy which can be 
measured directly. The nomenclature for these processes includes three capitals which 
indicate the three levels involved; in the above example, the capitals X, Y, and Z. In 
the examples given in the bottom panel of Fig. 1.2, a Si Is (= K) hole is created which 
is filled by a Si 2s (= Li) or Si 2p (= £<2,з) electron. The emitted electron is coining 
from the valence band (V) so that the names of these processes are KL^V and KLz^V, 
respectively. 
The Auger process is, just as XES, an intra-atomic process and has in this sense 
the same advantages as XES. The selection rules, on the other hand, play a much 
less prominent role here, because the emitted electron can carry away an angular 
momentum. However, angular parts of the Auger matrix elements do influence the 
cross sections of the different transitions. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 1.2. The 
KL\V spectrum of this figure represents the Si valence band with Si ЗА and Si 3p in 
a ratio of approximately 3 : 1 and the KL^V with a ratio of aprroximately 1 : 3, 
so that the density of 3p states plays a much stronger role in the KL^^V spectrum.69 
AES thus can be used as well to distinguish site and symmetry specific contributions 
to the valence band, but there are some disadvantages with respect to XES. One of 
these comes from the fact that three atomic levels are involved in the Auger transition 
so that core-hole lifetimes play a more important role here. This cause the left hand 
peak in the KL\V of Fig. 1.2 to be less structured and broader then the double peak of 
the ¿2,3 XES spectrum displayed above. The second disadvantage arises from the fact 
that the Auger electron is emitted with a hole still present in one of the core orbitals. 
Therefore the Auger electron feels an attractive Coulomb potential which cause the 
valence states to be pulled down in energy. In Fig. 1.2, the Si ρ states (from KL-i^V) 
are shifted ~2.6 eV, and the Si s states (from KL^V) ~4.8 eV, both to higher binding 
energies. 
The advantage of AES with respect to XES, on the other hand, is much more prac­
tical, i.e., an AES apparatus is much cheaper than an XES machine and further, AES 
can be done on the same apparatus as XPS and BIS, with only some very small mod-
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ifìcations for creating the initial core holes. This makes AES a widely used technique. 
1.3.5. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) 
The last technique to be discussed here, x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), is in 
principle the inverse of XES. XAS obeys the same selection rules and is also intra-atomic 
in nature, but gives information about the unoccupied density of states. At first sight, 
the XAS process looks very similar to that of XPS but it is not. The difference comes 
from the incident x-ray radiation which in the case of XPS is fixed and in case of XAS 
variable, for which a synchrotron must be used. This variable energy makes it possible 
to excite core electrons into an empty level of the conduction band, just above the 
Fermi energy. So here one scans the radiation energy, and absorption is observed if 
the photon energy is larger than the binding energy of the core level involved. (For 
lower photon energies there are no empty levels for the core electron to occupy, and no 
transition is possible). Since the core orbitals correspond to sharp energy levels, the 
structure in the XAS spectra reflect the structure in the unoccupied density of states. 
In XAS the transition rate is also given by Fermi's Golden Rule (Equation 1.2). 
In terms of a one-electron description, the band structure effects can be taken into 
account by a summation over all final states. This gives the spectral intensity Ι(ω) as: 
Ι(ω) oc / <І3к\(ф
с
\А • ρ\φ
Ιι
)\2δ(ηω - е
е
 - ε»), (1.9) 
JBZ 
where \ф
с
) and |<fo) are the one-electron atomic and final state wave functions with 
energy e
c
 and e* respectively. This single electron description of the x-ray absorption 
process clearly has its limitations as can be seen in Chapter 4. The dynamics of the 
transition and the relaxation of the electron system are completely neglected. The core-
hole effect (see also Section 1.2.1) is one of the most important, but also distortions of 
the spectrum due to the fact that the Hamiltonian controlling the "spectator" electrons 
is not the same in the initial and final states, must be considered. Part of these 
shortcomings can be overcome with the advent of more sophisticated band structure 
calculations in which core vacancies in the excited state are explicitely included. 
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2. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND BONDING 
PROPERTIES IN T1SI2* 
Abstract 
Both occupied and unoccupied electronic states of TÌSÌ2 have been studied by a 
variety of electron and x-ray spectroscopies as well by electronic structure calcula-
tions. The data allows us to build up a detailed picture of the site and symmetry 
selected, partial densities of states. We show that the metal d states contribute to 
silicide chemical bonding indirectly, by distortion of the Si ρ state distribution. We 
also point out evidence that the Si s states give a significant contribution to the 
chemical bonding. 
2.1. Introduction 
There is a great deal of interest in the interfaces between transition-metal suicides and 
silicon. Much of this interest comes from the microelectronics industry because many 
of the transition-metal suicides are chemically stable and resistant to corrosion and 
degradation. Some of them form at relatively low temperatures and have high elec­
trical conductance,1-3 while others are promising as interface diffusion barriers.4 Thus 
an increasing number of suicides are finding application in very-large-scale integrated 
circuit technology. Among them ТіЗіг, the silicide treated here, is one of the more 
important. 
By understanding the electronic properties of the bulk silicide, one hopes to be 
able to distinguish between bulk silicide properties and intrinsic interface properties 
and ultimately understand the interface evolution from silicon metal to silicon silicide 
metal. Although a lot of work has been done to understand the microscopical chemical 
and physical properties of suicides and metal-silicon interfaces,5-12 the work done on 
both the occupied and unoccupied states of bulk suicides is still quite limited.13 In 
this chapter we concentrate on ТіЗіг, which has an electronic structure intermediate 
between that of the late transition metals14 and those at the beginning of the series.15,16 
In order to delineate the role of the different contributions of Si s, Si ρ and the 
transition metal (TM) d states in the band-structure, and to relate their role in bonding 
properties, we present a series of experimental and theoretical studies on ТіЗіг, for the 
"This chapter has been published in Z. Phys В - Condensed Matter 78, 423 (1990) 
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occupied as well as for the unoccupied states. We note that the unoccupied states are 
just as important for the chemical and physical properties and that most of the Ti d 
states are above the Fermi level. 
We intend to determine the character of states by using techniques which are sensi­
tive to transition matrix element variations, and others which are site- and symmetry 
selective. We have thus employed x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and its 
inverse process, Bremsstrahlung Isochromat spectroscopy (BIS). Both of these tech­
niques are related to the total density of states (DOS) with contributions of partial 
DOS weighted by the relevant transition matrix elements (cross sections). Also, and 
especially for broad bands, the energy dependence of these matrix elements has to 
be taken into account. 1 7 1 8 Since the early TM d states have small weight and are 
hardly observable in the x-ray region, we have used inverse photoemission (IPS) at hv 
= 16.3 eV19 and complemented it with the published low-energy photoemission (PS) 
data of Weaver et al.,15 at hu = 78 eV. At these energies, the TM d states dominate the 
others. Finally we use x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES)2 0 and x-ray absortion spec­
troscopy (XAS) whose direct site and symmetry selective properties allow to selectively 
study the Si s and Si ρ contributions to the total DOS.2 1 
With this assembly of methods and by comparison to band structure calculations 
one can determine partial density of states for the occupied and unoccupied states, 
and attempt to analyse bonding and antibonding effects. This may give a basis for 
tracing the origin of cohesion and other physical properties to one specific partial 
density states and hence give chemical rationalizations. However, one has to be aware 
of the specific problems of the techniques used, and the analysis in terms of the ground-
state calculation. There is an energy dependent exchange-correlation effect (see e.g. 
Refs. 22-24, and references therein) and in addition for XAS a core hole effect,25'27 
which distorts the ground-state density of states. These effects are recognized but not 
treated here. 
2.2. The band-structure calculation 
The band-structure calculation was carried out by the augmented localised spherical 
wave (ALSW) method,28 using the scalar-relativistic Hamiltonian (spin-orbit interac­
tion not included) and the Hedin and Lundqvist29 parametrization of the exchange and 
correlation potential. 
ТіЗіг has the face-centred orthorombic structure which belongs to the spacegroup 
Fddd {ВЦ), w i t h a = 8 · 2 6 7 A, 6 = 4.800 Â, and с = 8.5505 Â. There are four silicon 
and two titanium atoms in the unit cell at 16e(x, | , \),x = 0.4615 and 8a(¿, | , | ) 
Wyckoff positions, respectively. The atomic-sphere radii used were 2.8190 Â for Si and 
2.8G54 Ä for Ti. 
All electron self-consistently iterations were performed with 46 fe-points uniformily 
distributed over the irreducible part of the Brillouin Zone (BZ) (216 in the whole BZ). 
The convergence was better than 10 "G electrons in the difference between local partial 
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energy is set to zero. 
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charges in each atomic sphere in successive iterations. The histograms of the partial 
density of states were calculated with the use of 621 fc-points in the IBZ (4096 in the 
whole BZ). 
The basis set of spherical waves consists of functions denoted by atomic-like sym­
bols: 3s, 3p and 3d at the Si site and 4s, 4p and 3d at the Ti site. 3d-Like functions 
at Si site and 4s-like functions at the Ti site do not contribute much to the valence 
states of ТіЗіг, but they are important in the description of the unoccupied states. In 
Fig. 2.1 we present the total DOS of ТіЗіг together with those partial DOS (Ti d, Si ρ 
and Si s) which dominate the valence bands. 
In the next step we have calculated various spectra needed for our systematic inves­
tigations. In most cases we applied a Lorentzian broadening equal to 0.12 (\E — Ερ\) 
to allow for the short lifetime of an electron or hole in the valence and conduction 
bands.2 9 , 3 0 This function should not be universal, but it is a reasonable starting point. 
After this, some spectra, like XES, XAS, low-energy PS and IPS, were obtained simply 
by making the convolution of relevant partial DOS with Gaussian distribution functions 
to account for the instrumental broadening, and Lorentzian functions, with widths se­
lected from published data 3 1 , 3 2 to simulate lifetime broadening effects on the core holes. 
Table 2.1 lists the broadening parameters used. For the others, XPS and BIS, we also 
have performed transition matrix-element calculations within the single-site approxi-
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Table 2.1: Broad­
ening parameters (full 
width at half maximum 
in eV) applied to DOS 
and partial DOS «uves 
in order to simulate ex­
periment. 
mation of Winter et al.,,33 as described elsewhere.17"19 Additionally, for XPS we have 
simulated the experimental background B(E) by the integral B(E) = α ƒ Ι(ε)ά(ε), 
where /(e) is the theoretical XPS spectrum obtained in the previous step. Finally, the 
sum of Ι(ε) + Β(ε) is compared with the experiment. This procedure is appropriate 
for BIS but was not used because the constant a is not readily estimated in BIS. 
2.3. Experimental details 
The polycrystalline samples were prepared by indirect rf heating Ti and Si in the stoi­
chiometric proportion in a cold crucible. The structure was checked by x-ray diffraction 
to be sure that no samples were used with more than 3% of spurious phases. The sam­
ples were cleaned by m situ scraping with a ceramic file at a vacuum of ~2x 10~10 mbar. 
The high energy data were taken with a combined XPS/BIS apparatus with a 
rotating x-ray anode and a large solid angle (0.1 Ster.) XPS monochromator and a 
Pierce gun for BIS measurements. Cleanliness was checked, using the О Is, С Is, 
metal and Si core level XPS peaks, before and after valence band studies. The x-ray 
absorption data were accumulated in the total electron yield mode at the Daresbury 
synchrotron radiation source. The low energy inverse photoemission spectrum was 
recorded using a normal-incidence grating spectrograph which is described in detail 
elsewhere.34 
2.4. Results and interpretation 
Fig. 2.1, shows the calculated total and some selected partial DOS. Here one can see 
that Si s character is mainly located at the bottom of the band, but it is at the same 
time stretched to fairly high energies with strong features from zero to ~5 eV above 
the Fermi level. Si ρ is concentrated between ~6.0 eV below and ~7.5 eV above EF. 
Due to the low occupancy of the Ti 3d shell, there is a broad Ti d band mostly above 
the Fermi level. 
We find reasonable agreement between the experimental XPS/BIS spectra and the 
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of exper­
imental spectra (dots) of the occu­
pied electronic states of TiSij with 
spectra calculated as discribed in 
the text (solid line). Metal s and 
-p states are not shown. The conti-
bution of the Ti 3d states is shaded. 
The PS spectrum at hv=7b eV 
(from Reference 15) is compared 
with the Ti d broadened DOS. 
The Si К x-ray emission spectrum 
(from Reference 20 is compared 
with the broadened Si ρ DOS. The 
Si іг.з spectrum is compared with 
the broadened Si з DOS (chain-
dotted line) and with the sum of Si 
s and Si d DOS (solid line). The 
Si d DOS are divided by two to im­
prove agreement with experiment. 
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calculated curves, which are constructed from the DOS with the explicit inclusion of 
the transition matrix elements, as can be seen in the Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, for both the 
occupied and the unoccupied states respectively. The XPS spectrum of Fig. 2.2(a) is 
dominated by a broad peak around ~8 eV which we can ascribe to Si s states at the 
bottom of the band, and by a peak at ~2.7 eV, due to Si ρ states near the Fermi level. 
Because of the low photoionization cross section,17,18 the Ti d states can only be seen 
in the spectrum as a small shoulder, just below Ep. In the calculation, the Ti d is 
apparently a little too much suppressed by the transition matrix elements so that the 
shoulder is hardly reproduced. From the PS spectrum of Fig. 2.2(b),15 taken at 78 eV 
photon energy and thus mainly reflecting metal d character, and from the partial DOS 
(Figs. 2.2[a] and 2.2[b]), we determine the peak position of the occupied Ti 3d states 
to be ~1.3 eV. The origin of the discrepancy just below Ep is not yet well understood. 
The x-ray К emission spectrum of Fig. 2.2(c) is closely related to the Si ρ states. 
The agreement between theory and experiment is very good, both showing their main 
feature at ~2.0 eV. Only at the higher binding energy side is there some discrepancy. 
The Ζ/2,3 emission (Fig. 2.2[d]) is closely related to Si s and Si d state densities, which 
we can unravel with the help of the DOS-curves. The main £2,3 XES peaks are at 
~ 7.0 and ~8.5 eV and may be assigned to Si s states. Nearer the Fermi level, the 
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of exper­
imental spectra (dots) of the unoc­
cupied electronic states of ТіЗіг with 
spectra calculated as described in the 
text (solid line). The Si d states are 
not shown. The contribution of the Ti 
3d states is shaded. The IPS spectrum 
at hv = 16.3 eV (from Reference 19) 
is compared with the broadened Ti d 
DOS. The Si К x-ray absorption spec­
trum is compared with the broadened 
Si ρ DOS. 
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spectrum shows a large plateau which can be attributed, on the basis of comparison 
with theory, to a decreasing Si s contribution and an increasing Si d contribution at 
binding energies less than ~5 eV. 
In discussing the unoccupied states, we start with the BIS spectrum of Fig. 2.3(a), 
which shows quite a lot of structure besides a broad peak around ~2.8 eV. Although 
the Ti d states are mainly unoccupied, they do not dominate the BIS spectrum because 
of the low value of their transition matrix elements,1 7 , 1 8 as can be seen by comparing 
the various partial DOS curves (Fig. 2.1) with the calculated spectrum, plotted in 
Fig. 2.3, and as seen above for XPS. The main peak at ~2.8 eV is built up from a 
mixture of Ti d, Si s and Si ρ states. Up to this energy, these three partial DOS have 
overlapping features. The BIS peak at ~6.5 eV may be assigned to Si ρ only. In BIS 
the Si d contribution is strongly suppressed (see also Ref. 18) so that at higher energies 
the intensity comes from Ti s and ρ states. 
The disagreements near Ep in Fig. 2.3(a) can be attributed to excessive suppression 
of the contribution of Ti d states by the calculated matrix elements. This can be seen 
by using low energy BIS to enhance the TM d contribution; just as for the occupied 
states. In Fig. 2.3(b), the IPS spectrum with 16.3 eV photon energy is presented. 
The peak position now lies at the same energy as the main peak in the BIS spectrum, 
• I I I I I I ' ' — г 
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namely at ~2.8 eV. The origin of the small shift between theory and experiment is still 
a matter for discussion. 
Fig. 2.3(c) shows the XAS spectrum of the Si К edge and thus mainly reflects 
Si ρ states. From this we see that the unoccupied part of Si ρ is primarily located 
between 1 and 7 eV above Ep, and shows a lot of structure. Most of this structure can 
also be found in the partial DOS plotted with the measured spectrum. However, the 
peak positions do not coincide, especially for higher energies above Ep, and weight is 
transfered towards the Fermi level. We are convinced that this is due to the core-hole 
present in the Si Is shell, which causes a shift of spectral weight towards the Fermi 
level.2 6 , 2 7 , 3 5 Apart from this problem, we may note that the first two shoulders in the 
Si ρ DOS (at ~0.5 and ~2.5 eV) are located at energies similar to the Ti d states 
shown in Fig. 2.3(b). 
2.5. Discussion 
We have shown that combination of various spectroscopies allows us to unravel and 
check the partial DOS contribution of states of different character, situated on different 
sites. As stated at the end of Section 2.1, the DOS calculated for the ground-state 
should be compared with caution to the spectra of ionization potential and electron 
affinities, given by our spectroscopies. In the case of TiSia we have shown that, with the 
exception of XAS, the positions of spectral peaks are well reproduced by broadened 
DOS curves and that the major differences in spectral shape are probably related 
to single particle matrix element (cross section) effects. This allows us to use the 
combination of DOS and spectral information to discuss the nature of chemical bonding 
in ТіЗіг· 
We first summarize the conclusion from our experimental and theoretical investi­
gations described in the previous section: 
1. The bonding TM d/Si ρ states lie just below Ep as concluded from comparison 
of PS with XPS and XES. 
2. Most metal d states are above Ep, as measured by IPS. 
3. The main Si s states lie at the bottom of the valence band (XES and XPS) but 
also show a contribution in the unoccupied part. 
4. Just above Ep, the shape of density of unoccupied metal d states shows strong 
similarity with the shape of Si s and Si ρ partial DOS, with shoulders and peaks 
at the same energies. After correction for matrix elements effects the weights too 
arc similar. 
In the next step we discuss the conventional ideas on metal-silicon bonding. As in 
all TM suicides, we see the strongest concentration of the Si s states at the bottom of 
the band between 6 and 13 eV below Ep.36 At higher energies, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4, 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration 
of the electronic structure of TM sui­
cides. The upper frame indicates the 
DOS of the elements without mutual 
interaction. In the lower frame the 
effects of the interaction are shown. 
See text for explanation. 
ENERGY 
one can see a double peak structure of the Si ρ states, with what has been refered to as a 
quasi gap in between the main peaks at ~ - 2 eV and ~ + 7 eV in ТіЗіг- The Ti d states 
are centred in this quasi gap but overlap strongly with the two peaks of Si ρ character. 
The salient features can be rationalized if we regard the regions at ~-2 eV and ~2- 7 eV 
as giving respectively bonding and antibonding forces between the Ti and Si atoms. 
The states of mainly Ti d character in the quasi gap are regarded conventionally as 
non-bonding with respect to Ti-Si interaction. We can rationalize many characteristics 
of suicides with this scheme.37 However, this description is a simplified picture. First of 
all, there is substantial Si p- and Si s character in the quasi gap region. Secondly, a full 
estimation of the cohesive energies must take into account that with Si 3s character 
in the unoccupied (antibonding) states, as can be seen in Fig. 2.1, there is no balance 
between the bonding and antibonding Si s states. Therefore, we believe that the 
average effect of the occupied Si s states is significantly bonding, i.e., they contribute 
to the total cohesive energy. 
As stated above, the conventional molecular orbital picture of metal suicides has 
a sequence of levels Si s; Si p/metal d bonding, metal d non-bonding, and Si p/metal 
d antibonding. Our experimental and DOS study of ТіЗіг leads us to suggest two 
refinements of this scheme. First we notice that the so called non-bonding metal d 
bandwidth in all TM suicides is significant. Thus bonding interaction arises from 
direct transition metal d/d overlap. For late transition metal suicides this is discussed 
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Ti-Si 2.54(2) 2.75(3) Table 2.2: Separations of atoms in 
Si-Ti 2.54(4) 2.75(6) ТіЗіг- (All distances in Â, the num-
Ti-Ti 3-2(4) bers in brackets refer to the number of 
Si-Si 2.54(2) 2.75(3) 3.2(4) atoms at that distance, data from Ref. 
- = 45). 
by Franciosi et al.,* Bisi et al.,39 and Sarma et ai.,14 and it plays an important role for 
early transition metals where the d wavefunctions show a large spatial extension.16,39"41 
As illustrated in Fig. 2.4, the contribution of the TM-TM interaction to the width of 
the TM 3d bands, W, is indeed reduced in most suicides because the number of TM-
TM nearest neighbour contacts (N) is reduced (in the tight binding limit, W oc N and 
the square root of the second moment of the band is proportional to VN). Also, for 
many suicides the separation of the TM atoms is larger than in the pure metal and this 
also reduces the band width (W ос [гі,2]_3 to [г^г] - 5, depending on hybridization.42 
See Table 2.2 for nearest neighbour distances.) Thus for ТіЗіг, for instance, the Ti-Ti 
contribution to the band width is reduced to 33% because the number of Ti-Ti contacts 
in the first sphere is reduced from 12 to 4. The 11% increase in interatomic distances 
also causes a further drop to between 21 and 26%, depending on hybridization. As 
stated this is still significant because the Ti metal d band width is nearly 7 eV.43 
As discussed above, there is substantial Si sp character throughout the Ti d band, 
which means that the mixing of Ti d and Si sp states does not seem to be forbidden on 
symmetry grounds. We believe that it is the Ti d states in the middle of the band which 
are primarily non-bonding with respect to Si-TM interactions, but there is no well sep­
arated "non-bonding" region. The hybridization thus probably changes systematically 
within the 2-3 eV above .E^.44 Notice that because Ti has few d electrons, it is primar­
ily the Ti Si bonding orbitals which are filled: the "metal-metal bonding orbitals" are 
almost empty. We thus expect the Ti-Si bonds to be the driving force in determining 
the crystal structure for ТіЗіг· This may also be true in late transition metal suicides, 
where the metal d band is nearly full, but in the middle of the series, "optimization" 
of metal-metal bonding may play an important role in the determination of the crystal 
structure.4 6 
The second refinement of the standard scheme arises from the strong Si-Si interac­
tion which is important in the silicon rich compounds. In this context it is interesting, 
turning back to Fig. 2.1, that the total density of states shows an overall square-root 
behaviour similar to a nearly free electron band, starting from the bottom of the va­
lence band. A strong distortion is only found in the range of the metal d band. Results 
of calculation of DOS for the hypothetic Si in a TM-silicide lattice4 7 do not show this 
pronounced minimum, so it is certainly produced by the inclusion of the metal (see 
also Ref. 14). One could thus start from the idea of the transition metal as an impurity 
in a host of nearly free electron states. In this case one would observe the formation of 
bonding/antibonding TM d/Si ρ states around the metal d resonance, which distorts 
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the host density of states. On the other hand the d resonance itself would broaden due 
to the direct metal/metal interaction mentioned above which in turn leads to further 
distortion of the bonding/antibonding metal d/Si ρ states. 
The hybridization in ТіЗіг which leads to the distribution of states calculated and 
observed is complex. In particular one must consider a mixture of Si-Si, Ti-Si and 
Ti-Ti interactions, which can be inferred from the atomic environments. Putting our 
information together we illustrate with the help of Fig. 2.4, we can discuss schematically 
the effect of these contributions on the distribution of states in ТіЗіг- The dominant 
contributions arise from the Si-Si and Ti-Si near neighbour environment. The Si Si 
interactions are responsible for the general nearly free electron like form of the DOS, 
determining in particular the bottom of the valence band. The Ti-Si interaction gives 
rise to formation of bonding/antibonding states explicit structures, or tails, of metal d 
contributions on either side of the main metal d resonance. Whether peaks or tails are 
formed depends on the crystal structure. Notice that the main features of the Si ρ and 
Ti d structures do not necessarily coincide in the regions of bonding and antibonding 
states. As shown the ratio of Si ρ to TM d state character varies with energy and in 
broad features this causes the Si ρ and TM d peaks to shift in different directions. 
The final interaction is due to Ti-Ti contacts and leads to broadening of the Ti 
states in the "non-bonding" region into regions which are bonding and antibonding 
with respect to the Ti-Ti contacts. 
We note that this scheme is a simplification. A full treatment would have to analyse 
the amplitudes, phases, and symmetry of the atomic contributions to the wave functions 
for each band and each direction in the crystal. 
Finally, in view of our results, we illustrate some differences between early and late 
TM suicides, using the example of NÌSÌ2 and ТіЗіг- The density of TM 3d states of 
the metal and disilicide have been normalized to their area and shifted so that the 
centroids of the elements' bands are aligned to those of the disilicides. As shown, the 
pure Ni d band must be shifted nearly 2 eV in order to align the centroids, but now 
the overall shape of the d bands can be better compared. As already noted, the width 
of the main Ti d states in TÌSÌ2 is similar to that in Ti itself. This clearly means that 
the decrease in Ti-Ti interaction is compensated by strong mixing with the Si ρ states. 
The bonding/antibonding regions are not strongly "split-off" in ТіЗіг and are not as 
easily recognizable as in Fig. 2.4. 
In NÌSÌ2 there are no Ni-Ni nearest neighbour contacts, but 8 next nearest neigh-
bours at 3.815 Â. When this is compared to the situation in Ni with 8 nearest neigh-
bours at 3.05 Â, we expect the contribution of Ni-Ni interactions to the band width 
to drop to between 32 and 51% of that in pure Ni, using the same arguments used 
for TÌSÌ2. The actual reduction in the width of the main Ni d bands is less than this, 
as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Actually the reduction of the TM-TM contribution to the 
band width is quite similar for the two disilicides. but in the case of NiSia the loss of d 
band width is not fully compensated by interaction between Si ρ and Ni d states. Also 
the Ni d character is weak in the bonding-antibonding regions above and below the 
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of 
the metal d states densities in 
the pure metal and in the dis-
ilicides for Ni (upper panel) 
and for Ti (lower panel). The 
pure metal bands have been 
shifted so that the centroids 
of the d bands match those 
of the disilicides. The DOS 
from Ni eind Ti are from Ref-
erence 48; that of NÌSÌ2 is 
from Reference 49. 
-10 -8 -4 -2 Ep 2 4 
ENERGY (eV) 
d bands. The difference with respect to ТіЗіг must arise because the radial extent of 
the Ni 3rf wave function is smaller than that of Ti so that the hybridization potential 
mixing the Si ρ and TM d states is smaller for Ni. 
2.6. Concluding remarks 
In this chapter we have used data from a variety of electron and x-ray spectroscopies 
in order to build up an experimental picture of the site and symmetry selected DOS of 
TiSÌ2 for both occupied and unoccupied states. We have shown that this picture is in 
good agreement with the calculated partial DOS. We have then discussed the role of the 
different states in bonding and have made two refinements of the "standard" scheme. 
First, we believe that the main TM d band peak is broadened into regions which 
are bonding and anti-bonding with respect to the metal-metal interactions. These 
states are normally termed "non-bonding', but in our assessment they are mainly 
non-bonding with respect to the Si-metal interaction. 
Our second refinement concerns the nature of the so-called pd bonding and anti-
bonding regions below and above the TM d bands. We have described the bonding 
interaction in terms of a distortion of the Si sp band by the meted d states and related 
this to the Si-Si interaction in silicon rich suicides. 
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3 . X-RAY EMISSION STUDIES OF CHEMICAL 
BONDING IN TRANSITION-METAL SILICIDES* 
Abstract 
We present Si ¿г.з emission band spectra of a series of 3d- and 4d transition-metal 
(TM) suicides, together with Si К emission band spectra of four 3d TM disilicides. 
The data are compared with augmented spherical wave density of states (DOS) 
calculations and good agreement is found. The several trends we find are explained 
with a general scheme for chemical bonding in TM silicides which was presented 
in the previous chapter. The differences between the experimental data and the 
calculated DOS curves are explained in term of self-energy effects. 
3.1. Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to present new data on the soft x-ray emission band 
spectra of the silicon atoms in transition-metal (TM) silicides and to relate these data 
to density of states (DOS) calculations and to chemical bonding. The work is part of a 
more extensive project on the electronic structure of silicides,1"8 and is to be seen in the 
context of the problem of the interactions at metal-silicon interfaces. It is our hope that 
study of the metal-silicon interactions in periodic lattices and chemical compounds will 
give more insight into the problematics of these technologically important interfaces. 
Our previous work related primarily to the photoemission and inverse photoemission 
which gave a picture of the total DOS above and below Fermi level (Ep) and led to some 
quite detailed insight into bonding mechanisms, quasi gaps, and hybridization between 
metal and silicon levels. The present work involving x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) 
gives more detailed information because of its site and symmetry selectivity; it relates 
more or less directely to the partial DOS on the silicon atoms. This more detailed 
information on the partial DOS yielded by XES reinforces and also enhances the picture 
of the chemical interaction between the various atoms which has been built up by 
previous work.1"13 We will show by comparison of the Si ¿2,3 emission band spectra 
and calculated DOS that states with both Si s and d character give a contribution to 
the spectrum and that in the case of NÍSÍ2 there is a significant Si s contribution right at 
Ep• By comparing the Si £2,3 a n d Si К emission band spectra, we will show the strong 
'Parts of this chapter have been published in Physica Scripta, 41, 629 (1990). 
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Figure 3.1: Si ¿2,3 emission band 
spectra (dots) and calculated DOS 
of 3d TM disilicides. The Si (s+d) 
DOS is given as a solid line, the 
Si d contribution to this curve is 
shaded. The arrows indicate the 
experimental peak positions tabu-
lated in Table 3.1. 
U 12 Ю β 6 * 2 
BNOING ENERGY («V» 
separation of Si s and ρ character in the total DOS. Finally, we will note significant 
differences between partial DOS, in particular Si s DOS, and the emission spectra. 
These differences, which have not been detected before, will be tentatively related to 
self-energy effects and we will discuss the point that similar effects must be taken into 
account in any computation of electronic structure of metal-silicon interfaces. 
3.2. Experimental 
The polycrystalline samples were prepared by indirect r.f. heating of transition metal 
and Si, in the stoichiometric proportion, in a cold crucible. The structures were checked 
by x-ray diffraction to be sure that no samples were used with more than 3% of spurious 
phases. The samples were cut by spark erosion, scrubbed with silicon free abrasive and 
finally pulverized. The powdered suicides were pressed into a scratched copper plate 
which then WEIS attached to the water cooled sample holder, thus ensuring good thermal 
and electrical contact. We thus prepared two samples of each suicide. 
The Si ¿2,3 emission bands were measured in first spectral order with a 2 meter 
concave grating grazing incidence spectrometer. The spectra were excited by low load 
electron bombardment (3 kV, 1 mA; area of focal spot about 15 mm2) and recorded 
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Figure 3.2: Si ¿2,3 emis-
sion band spectra (dots) of 
four chromium suicides. For 
CrSi2 and CrSi the Si (s + d) 
DOS is given as a solid line, 
the Si d contribution to this 
curve is shaded. The ar-
rows indicate the experimen-
tal peak positions tabulated 
in Table 3.1. 
16 U 12 Ю 8 6 4 
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with a parallel-plate photoelectron multiplier. 
During the course of the measurements no changes of the samples and the spectra 
due to electron bombardment could be observed. The energy resolution at 90 eV was 
~0.2 eV. The spectra of both samples of each suicide proved to be identical. After 
adding them, a linear background was subtracted. 
Where possible, the Fermi levels were determined by XPS core level peak positions 
from own measurements (TiSij and C0SÌ2) or from literature (Ref. 13 for Сгбіг). The 
energy difference in the photon energy of the Fermi levels of the Si К and the Si ¿2,3 
emission bands was kept constant at 1740 15 eV, i.e., the energy difference between the 
Si К (Is) and Si І/2,з (2p) core levels.27 In all cases good agreement with the calculated 
DOS was found. 
3.3. Computation 
The computational method used was an αδ initio, self-consistent, semi-relativistic, 
augmented spherical-wave (ASW) calculations of Williams eí.aí.,14 and was carried 
out for these suicides in their real crystal structures. As basis functions for the 3d-
metal suicides we used Si 3s and 3p ASW's on the Si site and 3d, 4s and 4p ASW's on 
the metal site. The internal summation was extended to I = 2 for the Si and to I = 3 
for the metals. For the specific case of the 4d suicides we also included the Si 3d ASW's 
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directly. Further details about the band-structure calculations are given elsewhere.4 
For CrsSia and СгзЗі experimental data are presented without calculated DOS. In these 
two cases the crystal structures are too complicated and hence the unit-cells too large. 
In order to compare the theoretical data with our measurements, the local partial 
DOS were convoluted with Lorentzian and Gaussian distributions in order to account 
for the core and final-state lifetimes and for instrumental effects, respectively. The 
broadening parameters used were 0.5 + 0.12(E - EF) eV full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) Lorentzian for Si К emission and 0.1 + 0.12(E - EF) eV FWHM Lorentzian 
for Si ¿2,з emission.15"18 In addition, in all cases a 0.3 eV FWHM Gaussian was used. 
3.4. Results and interpretation 
Because of the dipole selection rules and the local nature of the x-ray emission matrix 
element the Si £2,3 band spectra are related primarily to the local denstity of (s + d) 
states at the silicon site, and the Si К spectra are related primarily to the partial density 
of Si ρ states. Thus wherever possible in this paper we will present experimental data 
together with calculated partial DOS. However, one should note that there is not a one 
to one equivalence between partial DOS and spectra: first we name the single particle 
transition matrix element which varies significantly, even within any one band. 1 9 , 2 0 
Secondly, for the ¿2,3 spectra there is the unknown factor weighting Si s with respect 
to Si d states (in absence of any information we will always present s and d states in 
a one to one ratio). Finally, we note the energy dependence of the self-energy effects 
or exchange-correlation terms. Briefly, this has a real part, producing shifts, and an 
imaginary part corresponding to damping and broadening features in the spectra. We 
will return to the discussion of self-energy effects in Section 3.5.8. 
Our experimental spectra are presented in Figs. 3.1-3.4. In general, these results 
are in reasonable agreement with previously published spectra. (For Si spectra, see 
Refs. 21-24; C0SÌ2: Refs. 24, 25; NÌSÌ2: Refs. 24, 26; NbSij: Refs. 27, 28; MoSij: 
Ref. 29; CraSi: Ref. 27; Refs 23, 26, 27, 29-32 for various other suicides). The ¿2,3 
emission bands (Figs. 3.1-3.3) are characterized by strong peaks centered between 7 
and 10 eV below Ep, which are related to the peaks which have been observed in Si21-24 
and other suicides24,27-29 and have traditionally been assigned to a peak in the local 
density of Si s states. This assignment is confirmed by our calculated partial DOS, 
although we note that there are some differences between experiment and theory which 
are discussed in Sect. 3.5.8. The Si s peak shows subtle but definite changes in shape 
and position as a function of composition and d band filling of the TM element. In 
addition the spectra show long plateaus or multiple peaks extending in many cases all 
the way up to the Fermi level. We will show that these plateaus have contributions 
from Si s as well from Si d character. The spectral intensity is low in all cases. Exact 
peak positions for both calculated DOS and experimental data are given in Table 3.1. 
The latter are indicated with arrows in Figs. 3.1-3.3. 
Both, the Si К emission bands and the partial DOS calculations, indicate that the 
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Figure 3.3: Si ^2,3 emission 
band spectra (dots) and cal­
culated DOS of CrSi2, MoSi2 
and NbSi2. The Si (s + d) 
DOS is given as a solid line, 
the Si d contribution to this 
curve is shaded. The ar­
rows indicate the experimen­
tal peak positions tabulated 
in Table 3.1. 
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Material exp DOS exp DOS 
СгзЗі 
Сг53із 
CrSi 
9.9 
9.6 
8.8 8.9 
MoSij 
NbSia 
3.1 
2.5 
2.6 
2.4 
9.4 9.3 
7.6 
exp DOS 
TÌSÌ2 
CrSia 
CoSij 
NiSi2 
3.1 
1.8 
3.4 
4.0 
1.9 
3.6 
6.9 
8.2 
8.8 
9.0 
6.8 
9.3 
9.4 
10.2 
8.4 
10.1 
8.5 
12.0 
10.5 
8.6 9.5 
Table 3.1: Binding energies (in eV) of valence band features in the Si ¿2,3 emission 
band spectra and in the calculated DOS. In Figs. 3.1-3.3 the tabulated experimented 
peak positions are indicated with arrows. 
major weight of occupied Si ρ states is in a peak centered between 5 and 2 eV below 
EF. again in agreement with other published d a t a .
2 1 , 2 3 , 2 5 , 2 6 , 2 8
 As indicated in Fig. 3.4, 
there is relatively little overlap between the Si ρ s tate density and the major Si s peak. 
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Figure 3.4: Si UT emission band 
spectra (dots) and calculated Si ρ 
DOS (solid curve) of 3d TM suicides. 
Also shown are the Si ¿2,3 emis-
sion spectra (dashed cuieves) from 
Fig. 3.1. The arrows indicate the ex-
perimental peak positions tabulated 
in Table 3.2. 
К 12 Ю β β i 
anona ENERGY («V) 
Our Si К spectra also show significant structure in the peaks and small differences with 
respect to partial density of Si ρ state curves. Both items are discussed in Sections 3.5.5 
and 3.5.8, respectively. For the exact peak positions we refer to Table 3.2. 
3.5. Discussion 
We have shown that the combination of XES and calculated DOS allows us to give a 
detailed picture of the distribution of the density of Si s, p, and d states in the valence 
bands of various Zd and id TM suicides. We start our discussion with a detailed analysis 
of the Si ¿2,3 emission band spectra (Sections 3.5.1-3.5.3) and the role of Si s states in 
chemical bonding (Section 3.5.4). This is followed by a similar discussion concerning 
the Si К emission band spectra in Section 3.5.5. After this analysis of the spectra the 
influence of the TM d band on the Si sp state density is reviewed in Section 3.5.6, 
followed by the effect of different stoichiometries on the Si ¿2,3 spectra (Section 3.5.7). 
Finally, Section 3.5 will be closed by a discussion about the differences we observe 
between the calculated DOS and the experimental spectra and these differences will 
be related to self-energy effects. 
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TiSi2 
CrSi2 
CoSij 
NiSi2 
2 5 
3.1 
3.9 
4.9 
2.1 
3.1 
4.2 
5.4 
Table 3.2: Binding ener-
Material exp DOS exp DOS gies (in eV) of valence band 
features in the Si К emis-
4.7 6.0 sion band spectra and in the 
calculated DOS. In Fig. 3.4 
the tabulated experimental 
peak positions axe indicated 
with arrows. 
3.5.1. Contributions of Si в and Si d character to the £2,3 emission band 
spectra 
As shown in Fig. 3.1 for the four Zd disilicides, the region between Ep and ~6 eV 
binding energy (BE) contains states with both Si s and Si d character so that both 
may contribute to the long plateau region of the Z/2,3 spectra, in principle at least. We 
do not know the ratio of s to d matrix elements. However, there are indications in the 
comparison of the DOS with the spectra that both Si s and Si ¿contribute with a weight 
quite similar to the partial state densities. These indications include the increase of 
weight of the calculated Si d DOS in the series NÌSÌ2 ~ C0SÌ2 < СгЗіг < ТіЗіг, which 
is approximately the same sequence as the relative intensity of the plateau region of 
the spectra. However, the shapes of the plateaus do not agree with the shapes of the 
Si d DOS but look far more similar to the total Si (s + d) DOS. Also, it would require a 
very abnormal variation with energy of the Si s matrix element for the contribution of 
the s states in this region to be totally suppressed. We thus proceed in the assumption 
that both the Si s and d states contribute to this region of the spectrum with a weight 
proportional to the partial DOS. Nevertheless, our knowledge of these relative matrix 
elements is inprecise and as peak positions predicted from the calculated DOS depend 
very strongly on the relative matrix elements, one should not use the difference between 
predicted and experimental peak positions in the low BE region to support conclusions 
about e.g., self-energy contributions. 
Similar conclusions would be reached for similar reasons for CrSi, M0SÌ2, and NbSi2. 
3.5.2. Links between Si d and TM d states 
The observation of a contribution from Si d states to the occupied DOS of TM suicides 
and to the Si L^ spectra leads us to ask what is the origin of this Si d state character. 
One could well understand that tails of the TM d wave functions might extend into the 
Si spheres and their symmetry might lead to d character at the Si sites. The discussion 
whether Si d character is intrinsic to the Si site or comes from the tails of wave functions 
centered at the neighbouring site, is partially academic because the wave function of 
the d state on the Si site will in both cases be determined by the potentials within the 
Si sphere. However, there are several indications in our data that the Si d is in some 
way linked to the TM d character. Two of these indications are contained in Figs. 3.1 
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Figure 3.5: Calculated TM d and 
Si d density of states. The Si d DOS 
is multiplied by three. 
12 Ю Β β i 2 Ер 
BMOINO ENERGY (aV) 
and 3.3. In Fig. 3.1 we see that the relative weight of Si d increases from NiSij to ТіЗіг 
and this could be linked to the more diffuse nature of the Ti d states which could lead 
to greater tailing on to the Si site.33 Secondly, a similar trend is seen in Fig. 3.3, where 
the Si d contribution is much greater for the 4d suicides and the id orbitals are known 
to be more diffuse and even in the pure elements their bandwidths are much larger.5 
To check this we have compared the Si d and TM d partial DOS for the four 3ti 
disilicides in Fig. 3.5. We observe that the number of peaks and the overall shapes of 
the partial DOS curves for the metal d and the Si d are very similar in all four cases. 
This is a strong indication that the Si d is in some way linked to the tails of the TM 
d wave functions. It is also in accord with the decrease of the ratio of Si d : metal 
d in the sequence ТіЗіг > CrSia > C0SÌ2 ~ МіЗіг, which would be expected from the 
decrease in the radii of the TM wave functions.33 
3.5.3. The shape of Si a state peaks 
All the Si ¿2,3 emission band spectra of suicides in Figs. 3.1-3.3, (and those of Si and 
suicides in the literature), show their major peak at ~10 eV below Ep. However, there 
are considerable differences between the shapes of these peaks in different suicides and 
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Material 
TiSi2 
CrSi2 
C0SÌ2 
NiSi2 
CrSi 
CrsSia 
CrjSi 
NbSi2 
M0SÌ2 
Crystal structure 
C54 (TiSiü) 
CAO (CrSi2) 
Cl (CaF2) 
Cl (CaF2) 
B20 (FeSi) 
T I (W5SÌ3) 
Alò (0W) 
C40 (CrSi,) 
CaC2 (MoSi2) 
TM-Si 
2.54(4) 
2.47(4) 
2.32(8) 
2.34(8) 
2.31(1) 
2.43(6) 
2.55(4) 
2.60(4) 
2.615(8) 
TM-TM 
3.2(4) 
3.06(4) 
2.83(6) 
2.32(2) 
2.28(2) 
3.25(4) 
3.2(4) 
Si Si 
2.54(2) 
2.47(2) 
2.68(6) 
2.7(6) 
2.85(6) 
2.32(2) 
2.60(2) 
2.615(4) 
Ref. 
34 
35 
36 
36 
37 
38 
38 
39 
40 
Table 3.3: Crystal structures and nearest neighbours distances in the TM disili-
cides, given in A. The number of nearest neighbours are given between brackets. 
also the calculated partial Si s DOS curves for different suicides show important differ-
ences. In addition, in many cases there are strong differences between the partial Si s 
DOS and Si ¿2,3 band spectrum in the region of these peaks. This makes interpretation 
very difficult indeed. For instance, the Si s DOS in СгЗіг is shifted to higher BE with 
respect to the spectra in this region and there is a very strong broad peak at ~13 eV 
BE which is very difficult to associate with any feature in the spectrum (see Fig. 3.1). 
Also CrSi (Fig. 3.2) and NbSia (Fig. 3.3) show clear double peak structures which have 
no analogue in the observed spectra. 
We certainly see changes in the partial DOS curves from one sample to another 
which may be associated with changes in crystal structures, which are tabulated in 
Table 3.3. For instance, СгЗіг and NbSij have the same crystal structure and the 
calculations give similar double peak structures. Also C0SÌ2 and NÌSÌ2, which have the 
СаГг structure, show single broad peaks in both partial DOS and Si .£2,3 emission band 
spectra. However, the present state of disagreement between experiment and theory 
is such that no other generalizations are justified. The differences between experiment 
and theory, for many suicides in this region, may be due to self-energy effects but even 
this explanation is not totally satisfactory, as discussed in Section 3.5.8. 
3.5.4. The role of Si s states in bonding 
We have summarized elsewhere the long history of the discussion of the role of the 
Si s states.4 Briefly, there are two extreme models, one involving sp3 hybrids, so that 
there is a whole Si s electron contribution to the bond order, and a second extreme 
model in which the Si configuration is s2p2 and Si s electrons do not contribute to 
the bond order at all. Elsewhere4 we argued mainly on basis of DOS calculations that 
there were ~1.6 Si s electrons per Si atom and hence the Si s states contribute ~0.4 
electrons to the bond order. We will show that the data we have now accumulated is 
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an experimented confirmation of this conclusion. 
On the one hand we always see a strong Si s peak(s) at the bottom of the band, 
in both DOS and the La.s spectra, where there is virtually no Si ρ state density. This 
argues strongly against the Si sp3 hybrid model. On the other hand, however, we also 
found Si s state density extending right up to the Fermi level, and even beyond, in 
all the calculations. Furtherefore, the spectra could only be satisfactory interpreted 
if we assume an Si s contribution to the spectra extending all the way to up Ep. 
This supports the argument that there is at least some Si s character to the bond 
order and cohesive energy. In addition, there is a very interesting little peak at Ep in 
NÌSÌ2 (Fig. 3.1) which, according to the calculations, should be attributed to Si s state 
density. This little peak was also found by Nakamura et α/.24 The fact that Si s DOS 
has significant weight at Ep was first claimed by a nuclear magnetic resonance study.41 
Even without an analysis of the phases of the wave functions, we may attribute this 
peak to the beginning of bands in which the Si s contribution is antibonding. It is not 
seen in the other suicides we have investigated because it occurs above the TM d band 
and the TM d bands of the other suicides are not completely filled. 
The above arguments lead us to conclude that the true situation in the suicides we 
have studied is intermediate between the sp3 configuration of pure silicon, and the s2p2 
ground state of the free atom. However, it is closer to the s2p2 limit and we estimate 
it on the basis of DOS calculations to be s i e p 2 4 · 
3.5.5. The Si К emission band spectra 
The Si К emission band spectra are expected to reflect the density of Si ρ states below 
the Fermi level. For the 3d TM disilicides the experimental spectra and Si ρ DOS are 
compared in Fig. 3.4. The spectra are dominated by peaks at about 2.5 eV to ~5 eV, 
but do have in addition some weak structures and shoulders. The agreement between 
the shape of the spectra and the partial DOS is good but on close inspection there are 
significant differences. Thus for instance we see that for C0SÌ2 and NÌSÌ2 the partial 
DOS peaks are respectively 0.3 and 0.5 eV higher in BE than found in experiment 
(see also Table 3.2). This is the sort of difference we would attribute to self-energy 
effects.42 In an other case, in CrSia, the Si ρ DOS show a splitting of ~2.9 eV which is 
much larger than that apparent in the spectrum (~1.6 eV). Again, this may be due to 
self-energy effects but the difference is rather large. Both these differences mentioned 
above are too large to be attributed entirely to energy dependence of matrix elements. 
There are two general trends found in both ρ DOS and К emission band spectra 
of the TM disilicides which should be noted. The first is that in all cases the weight 
of the Si ρ DOS or of the spectrum, falls off as one approaches Ep. This effect is too 
large to be attributed to the spectral resolution and life-time broadening alone. It is a 
consequence of the interaction between Si ρ and metal d states and is often referred to 
in the literature as a quasi gap. 3 , 4 , 4 3 This will be explained further in the next section. 
The second trend is the shift of the Si ρ peak to higher BE as the TM d band is 
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filled and also moves to higher BE. The origin of these shifts will be discussed in the 
next section. 
3.5.6. Shifts as a function of TM d band filling 
In the previous sections we noted several trends in our data as a function of the oc­
cupation number of the 3d transition metal in the silicides we have measured. If we 
consider the sequence ТіЗіг —• NiSÌ2, then these trend are: 
1. A shift of the Si s peak position of ~2.1 eV to higher binding energies, or ~1.6 eV 
if one takes the centroids of ТіЗіг and СгЗіг as peak positions. 
2. In the calculated DOS we observe a shift of ~2.0 eV to higher binding energies 
of the bottom of the Si s band. 
3. A shift of the Si ρ peak position of ~2.4 eV, also to higher binding energies. 
4. A shift of the TM d peak position of ~2.4 eV to higher binding energies. This 
peak shift is deduced from the DOS calculations only (Fig. 3.5) but is confirmed 
experimentally by XPS measurements.2 
5. For the Ad TM disilicides we do not have such an extended series of measurements 
but the trends summarized in the points 1-3 have the same direction in going 
from NbSÌ2 to M0SÌ2. 
In order to put these results in a context we turn to Fig. 2.4 in Section 2.5 of this thesis. 
There we discussed the interaction between TM d and Si sp states and presented a 
scheme of chemical bonding in TM silicides. To give a brief summary of these results 
we can say that a strong concentration of Si s states between 6 and 13 eV below Ep 
is found in all TM silicides. (See Ref. 29, and Figs. 3.1-3.3. At higher energies, i.e., 
between 2 and 7 eV below Ep, a concentration of Si ρ states is found (Fig. 3.4). Next, a 
quasi gap opens up which extends to ~2 eV above Ep but in which still an appreciable 
amount of Si s and ρ character is located. Above this quasi gap a second peak of Si 
ρ character, but of also some Si s character, is found. The TM d states are centered 
in this quasi gap but overlap strongly with the two peaks of Si ρ character on either 
side of the quasi gap, resulting in regions which give above and below the quasi gap, 
respectively, bonding and antibonding forces between Si and TM atoms. To put it 
more strongly, the quasi gap is a direct result of the interaction of the TM d states 
with the Si .sp band; results of DOS calculations for the hypothetical case of silicon 
in a TM bilicide lattice without metal atoms44 do not show a quasi gap.3 The TM d 
states which are located in the quasi gap also contribute to the chemical bonding via 
direct TM -TM interaction. This d — d overlap results in a bonding and antibonding 
region within the TM d band itself. 
Several features of this general framework can be recognized in the experimental 
spectra presented here. For instance, the sequence of levels, i.e., Si s —> Si ρ —» TM 
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d, can easily be recognized in the Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. Further, both the Si Z/2,3 and К 
emission bands have a low spectral intensity at the Fermi level which can be ascribed 
to a low DOS, due to the quasi gap. In Chapter 2 we presented and discussed, among 
others, the Si К XAS spectrum of ТіЗіз but in Chapter 4 more Si К XAS spectra are 
shown and discussed. In all cases we find a low spectral intensity near Ep in the Si 
ρ DOS, thus confirming the excistence of the Si quasi gap. The Si ρ states below Ep 
can be characterized as being bonding states. Centered in this quasi gap lies the TM 
d band and the occupation number of this d band determines the position of Ep. This 
statement is confirmed by the observation of the peak shifts in the emission spectra, 
summarized in the points 1-3 at the beginning of this section. Obviously, the TM d 
states do interact not only directly with the Si ρ states but also, and probably indirectly 
via the Si ρ states, with the Si s states. This explains the shift of the Si s peaks and 
the shift of the bottom of the Si s band. 
Hybridization of the TM d states with the Si ρ band leads to some structure in the 
Si К emission spectra. In ТіЗіг most of the metal d band is unoccupied and therefore 
the Si К emission spectrum only shows an unstructured peak, fairly close to Ep. In 
the К emissiom spectrum of СгЗіг, but especially in the one of C0SÍ2, the effect of 
hybridisation is clearly visible as more structure appears in the spectra. In NÍSÍ2 the 
metal d band is nearly completely occupied, causing the Fermi level to be positioned at 
the top of the Si quasi gap, and the antibonding Si s states become visible as a small 
but sharp peak just below Ep (Fig. 3.1). 
3.5.7. Trends as a function of composition 
The composition of the TM suicides has a strong influence on the chemical bonding 
and hence on the distribution of the DOS, which can be seen clearly in Fig. 3.2. As a 
function of increasing silicon content, i.e., the sequence СгзЗі —> СгЗіг, we can observe 
three trends. The first one is a shift of the main peak to lower binding energies. The 
highest peak in the spectrum of СгЗіг also follows this trend but if we take the centroid 
of this double peak then the trend is broken. In Section 3.5.6 we already pointed out 
the indirect influence of the TM d states on the Si s states and we believe that this peak 
shift can be explained in a similar way: Simultaneously with the decreasing chromium 
contents the Cr d - Cr d interaction decreases and hence also the Cr 3d band width. 
Although the centroid of this band remains unchanged, the hybridization with the Si 
2p states extends to lower binding energies which causes these states to be centered at 
low binding energies as well. From the interaction between Si ρ and Si s states follows 
the shift which is observed in Fig. 3.2. 
The second trend, following the same sequence as above, is the increasing FWHM of 
the Si s peak. The increasing Si contents induces more and stronger overlap of the Si s 
(and p) orbitals because the number of nearest neighbours increases and simultaneously 
their distances decrease. From this stronger overlap a broader Si s band follows directly. 
Finally, the third trend is the decreasing intensity of the plateau region near Ep. 
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However, no conclusion can be drawn from this because the spectra are normalized to 
a constant height. Normalization to a constant surface underneath the spectra did not 
show a significant trend in the plateau region intensity. 
3.5.8. Self-energy effects 
We have drawn attention to various differences between experimental spectra and par­
tial DOS calculations in several preceding sections. Our purpose here is to collect 
together those differences which should be further investigated with respect to the 
contribution of self energy. We distinguish here three potential causes of differences 
between calculated partial DOS curves and measured spectra. 
Single particle matrix elements 
These effects have not been extensively investigated although Schwarz et α/.19'20 per­
formed augmented plane wave (APW) calculations at the beginning of the SO's and 
they report important matrix element effects. These effects arise because the differ­
ence in electron density at the Wigner-Seitz radius for bonding and antibonding levels 
leads to renormalization of the electron densities associated with the valence states in 
the core region of the Is or 2p wave functions. This in turn leads to differences in 
the strength of the matrix elements |(0/|i |0,) | 2. However, one would not expect these 
effects to be terribly strong because the states at the bottom of the bands are normally 
bonding and have a maximum electron density at the Wigner-Seitz boundary. Their 
weight in the core region is minimized and hence the matrix element too is smaller 
than for the antibonding states at the top of the bands. 
Dynamical many-body effects 
Very little is known about this, but if they are very strong one should have noticed it 
by now. Most of the work in this area is concentrated on threshold effects.46,46 
Real and imaginary parts of the self energy 
The self-energy effects may be divided into a real and an imaginary part, giving rise 
to respectively a shift and a broadening of the spectral features with respect to the 
calculated PDOS curves. There are major differences in the shape of the large Si s state 
peak ~7-10 eV below Ep, for several but not all of the suicides studied {i.e., all the 
disilicides and CrSi but not M0SÌ2). In some cases, the differences are much larger than 
those we normally associate with self-energy effects, e.g., СгЗіг and NbSÌ2. If we take 
the latter as an example to analyse in detail, i.e., NbSÌ2 of Fig. 3.3, than we see that 
there the peak is shifted by nearly 1 eV and in the experimental spectrum the double 
peak structure of the calculated DOS is only recognizable as a strong peak with a weak 
shoulder at its low binding energy side. Although implementation of energy dependent 
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transition matrix elements would decrease the calculated DOS intensity at the bottom 
of the band and hence matches better the calculated and measured intensities, it never 
can induce large peak shifts which would be necessary in addition to eliminate the large 
differences observed. 
Secondly, the imaginary part of the self energy, i.e., the life-time broadening, is high 
at the bottom of the band and this also intends to depress the intensity in that region. 
In our simulations we assume a 12% FWHM, linear with the binding energy, which 
is based on experience but is not necessarily correct. For example, in semiconductors 
jumps in the real part of the self energy corrections are reported by Jackson and Allen47 
and this also seems to be the case in our spectra. Jumps in the imaginary part within 
the Si s band might also be possible and would result in a stronger effect in the life-time 
broadening corrections than the 12% we used. If so, the effects are larger than normal. 
Abrupt changes in the self-energy corrections are expected whenever the character of 
states changes and are especially important for highly localized electrons47 (such as 
4ƒ states, etc.) but not for Si 3s states because these states are too extended. This 
subject clearly needs more investigation. 
3.5.9. Relevance of self-energy effects for metal-silicon interfaces 
Most theoretical calculations at metal-silicon interfaces use the local density approxi­
mation (LDA) and in terms of the spectral studies they suffer the same problems as do 
bulk calculations, i.e., they are not calculations of excited states and the self-energy 
contribution must be envisaged. The extremely large differences between DOS and 
experiments found here indicate that such computations could be very different for 
surface- and interface states also. However, there is a second motivation for such cal­
culations, namely to give insight into the height of the Schottky barrier (SB) and we 
are not sure if self-energy effects may actually be important here too. Normally one 
assumes that the SB height is defined mainly by the total electron density distribution 
and this should be given correctely by LDA calculations. Also it is generally con­
sidered that LDA calculations should give correctly at least the one lowest ionization 
potential. However, metal-silicon interface formation leads to formation or rejection 
of new metal induced gap states (MIGS) into the Si band gap, and these are believed 
to pin the Fermi level and hence the SB in many cases.48 However, wc do know that 
LDA calculations underestimate the semiconductor band gap by a factor of two due to 
self-energy49,50 and now we find in some of these suicides exceptionally large differences 
between DOS and experiment which also may be due to self-energy effects. Thus we 
ourselves would not be surprised if the order of some of these MIGS would have been 
strongly shifted within the semiconductor band gaps by self-energy effects. This would 
produce problems in calculating SB heights, such as those found by G.P. Das et α/.,51 
for example. 
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3.6. Concluding remarks 
In this chapter we presented new and (partially) unique XES results for various TM 
suicides. Until now, the Si s and ρ states of these suicides were only directly mecisured 
by some studies. Our results complete the existing experimental data and confirm our 
scheme of chemical bonding which is extensively discussed in Ref. 6 and in Section 3.5.6. 
A summary of the conclusions from Section 3.5 can be given as follows: 
1. In the Si Ьг.з emission band spectra the Si s and d state densities contribute 
both significantly to the spectral intensity in the low BE region (Section 3.5.1). 
These Si d states are in some way linked to the tails of the TM d wave functions 
(Section 3.5.2). 
2. The shape of the Si s state peaks show considerable differences for different 
suicides (Section 3.5.3). These states contribute to the bond order and cohesive 
energy. Further, the Si configuration is approximately s i e p 2 · 4 (Section 3.5.4). 
3. Both Si s and ρ states have a low DOS at the Fermi level, due to the quasi gap. 
(Sections 3.5.4 and 3.5.5). The Si s and ρ peaks shift to higher BE as the TM d 
band gets more occupied (Section 3.5.6). 
4. The composition of the TM suicides influences the chemical bonding and hence 
the density distribution of the Si s (and p) states (Section 3.5.7). 
5. In Section 3.5.8 we tentatively explained the differences between the calculated 
DOS and the experimental spectra in terms of self-energy effects. Some of these 
differences can be explained quite well but it is still a subject which needs more 
investigations. We further discussed the point that similar effects might be im­
portant in any computation of the electronic structure of metal-semiconductor 
interfaces. 
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4. CORE-HOLE EFFECTS IN XAS SPECTRA OF 
TRANSITION METAL SILICIDES* 
Abstract 
We report systematic differences between the shape of the Si К x-ray absorption 
spectra of transition metal suicides and broadened partial densities of Si ρ states. 
We use a variety of calculations to show that the origin of these discrepancies is the 
core-hole potential appropriate to the final state. The effects can be successfully 
described by ab initio supercell calculations which explicitly include the presence of 
the hole in the excited state. A Clogston-Wolff model, with input of the ground state 
partial densities of states at the site to be ionized, can also describe the core-hole 
effect and is found to be a useful tool for understanding of core-hole effects. 
4.1. Introduction 
In x-ray absorption an electron is excited from a core level into a previously unoccupied 
electronic state above the Fermi level, EF. X-ray absorption is a local process obeying 
dipole selection rules, so that in the independent electron model it would be directly 
related to the partial density of I + 1 and I — 1 states on the core ionized atom (/ is the 
angular momentum quantum number of the core state). 1 , 2 However three effects make 
the relationship between partial density of states (DOS) and x-ray absorption spectra 
(XAS) less direct. The first is the influence of the single particle matrix elements, 
which must take into account the variation of the radial part of the final state wave 
functions with final state energy. The second effect is that of the effective potential of 
the core hole created. This is known to distort the local density of states around the 
core ionized site, and the effects may be very complex for narrow conduction bands 
with possibly large multiplet interactions.3,4 The third class of effects includes the 
dynamical distortions of the spectrum due to the fact that the Hamiltonian controlling 
the "spectator" electrons in the initial and final states is not the same. This third 
class of effects leads to satellites and singularities in the spectra.5"8 Strictly speaking, 
separation of the second and third effects enumerated here is not possible, but it is 
useful for a zeroth-order analysis and approximate description of the phenomena. 
"This chapter has been published in Phys. Rev. В 41, 11899 (1990) 
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We note that an understanding of core-hole effects in general is necessary not only 
for XAS studies of unoccupied state densities, but also for full understanding of phase 
shifts in structural studies using near edge- and extended x-ray absorption fine struc­
ture (NEXAFS and EXAFS), to interpret the spectral function of many Auger tran­
sitions, and to analyse the dymamics and satellite structures in photoemission, x-ray 
emission and other techniques involving creation or anihilation of core holes.7,8 How­
ever, although this problem was recognized more than 30 years ago,9 there is still little 
quantitative understanding of its relative importance. For instance for Si, which is 
the element considered here, some authors have given evidence for core-hole effects in 
Auger10"12 and XAS1 3 - 1 5 whilst others have suggested no core-hole effect is present for 
XAS. i e In this chapter we will discuss the Si К (Is) absorption spectra of the transition 
metal silicides and show that, in this case, the second of the effects listed above, the 
core-hole potential, is the most important influence on the spectral function once the 
solid state electronic structure has been taken into account. 
To put our work in context we take the unusual step of presenting our first results 
in the introduction. Figure 4.1 shows the Si К (Is) XAS spectra of a series of tran­
sition metal silicides. The spectra all show a low intensity at threshold, followed by 
a series of peaks and shoulders before a long plateau region is observed. The spectral 
features must be related to structure in the unoccupied (mostly antibonding) states of 
Si ρ symmetry, because of the dipole selection rules and the local character of XAS. 
However comparison with the calculated ground state partial densities of states shown 
in Figure 4.1 reveals a systematic difference: the experimental spectra consistently ex­
hibit more weight near Ep- than the calculations. When we observed these differences 
we hypothesized that they were due to core-hole effects.13,14 In this chapter we set out 
our evidence that this is indeed the case. 
This chapter is organized to first give experimental details in Section 4.2.1. Then, 
in Section 4.2.2 we describe our band structure calculations and in particular the su-
percell methods and the generalized Clogston-Wolff (CW) model used to simulate the 
influence of a core hole. In this section we also describe the simulation of experimental 
and lifetime broadening. Section 4.3.1 gives a description of the band structure results 
and Section 4.3.3 discusses their relation to experimental data. Here emphasis is also 
placed on comparison with another type of spectroscopy in which a core hole distorts 
the spectral function, the KLV Auger process. This comparison clearly establishes the 
validity of the computational methods. Section 4.3.4 contains a discussion of simple 
model calculations to simulate the XAS and Auger spectra from ground state DOS. 
Section 4.3.5 gives comparison of the model calculations with experiment for ТіЗіг-
Finally, after some comparison between theory and experiment for other silicides (Sec­
tion 4.3.6), Section 4.4 discusses how the core-hole effects in Si К XAS fit into the 
general pattern of core-hole effects. 
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the measured Si К (is) XAS spectra of transition metal 
silicides (a) and -disilicides (b) with calculated partial density of states (Sip) curves. 
The partial DOS curves have been broadened as described in Section 4.2.2. Here, 
and throughout this chapter, experimental data is given as dots and theoretical 
curves as lines. 
4.2. Methodology: details of experiment and calculations 
4.2.1. Exper imenta l deta i ls 
The polycrystalline samples of transition metal silicides were prepared by indirect rf 
heating under clean Ar in a cold crucible. Where necessary samples were vacuum an­
nealed. X-ray diffraction was used to check that no sample was used unless the quantity 
of second phases was below 3%. The ingots of the silicides were cut into suitable pieces 
by spark erosion. They were then polished using Si-free abrasive and scraped in situ un­
der ultra-high vacuum with a ceramic file We know from parallel x-ray photoelectron 
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spectroscopic measurements that this procedure yields clean surfaces.17"20 
The XAS spectra were measured in total photoelectron yield mode using radia­
tion from the Daresbury and BESSY synchrotrons which was monochromated using a 
double crystal monochromator fitted with InSb crystals. 
The Auger spectra were measured at ~ 10"1 0 torr with a photoelectron spectrom­
eter using Bremsstrahlung radiation to excite the Si Is core holes. To avoid excessive 
absorption of Bremmstrahlung beyond the Al Is edge, a Be window was used in place 
of the normal Al window to separate the x-ray anode from the sample chamber. X-
ray emission results presented here are either from the published literature, or were 
measured on a crystal spectrograph of the Johann type described elsewhere.21 
4.2.2. Computat ions 
In this chapter our interest will be focussed on description of localized excitations 
in the context of x-ray and other spectroscopies in which a core hole is present in 
the final state. The theoretical investigation presented consists of three complemen­
tary approaches. The first two belong to "heavy" first principle electronic structure 
calculations, and the third is a semi-empirical simulation of core-hole effects by the 
Clogston-Wolff model,2 2 - 2 5 using the ground state partial DOS as input. The first 
principles calculations have no variable parameters. The first group are "standard" 
band structure calculations with varying degrees of approximation design to save com­
puter time. The second is a band structure calculation with explicit inclusion of a core 
hole. 
All first-principles calculations were carried out within the local density framework 
with the Hedin-Lundqvist exchange-correlation potential and using scalar-relativistic 
Hamiltonian (no spin-orbit coupling) which also treats all core electrons with a self-
consistent procedure. In Table 4.1 we list the materials which were investigated, along 
with their structure and space group symmetry and, in the last column, the compu­
tational methods which were applied. The most widely used, indicated as type A in 
Table 4.1, was the augmented spherical wave (ASW) method3 5 with a minimal basis 
set. This set includes Si 3s and 3p on the Si site and 3d, 4s and 4p on the 3d transition 
metal (TM) sites. The internal summation was extended to / = 2 for the Si and to 
I = 3 for the metal. With this basis we describe all the occupied valence levels without 
using excessive computer time. The description of the unoccupied levels, especially at 
high energies, is less reliable using this basis set and for some test cases with 3d silicides 
we also included the Si 3d ASW's directly. We refer to these calculations as type В in 
Table 4.1. 
Next, for selected cases the localized spherical wave (LSW) method36 was used with 
an extended set of functions37 which includes: Si 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s, 4p and 4/ and TM 
3d, 4s, ip and 4d ASW's. These calculations are referred to as type С in Table 4.1. 
The number of k-points used in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone (IBZ) was 
varied from 10 for high symmetry cubic cases to 128 for hexagonal structures. Self 
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Material 
TiSi2 
VSi2 
CrSÌ2 
MnsjSies 
FeSij 
C0SÌ2 
NiSi2 
Ni2Si 
Co2Si 
TiSi 
CrSi 
MnSi 
FeSi 
CoSi 
NiSi 
Type 
TiSi2(C54) 
CrSi2(C40) 
CrSi2(C740) 
Mn4Si7 
FeSi2 
CaF2(i7l) 
CaF 2 (Cl) 
PbCl2((723) 
PbCl2(i723) 
MnB(B27) 
FeSi(ß20) 
FeSi(520) 
FeSi(B20) 
FeSi(B20) 
МпР(ЯЗІ) 
Space-group 
symmetry 
Fddd 
P6222 
P6222 
P4c2 
Pi/mmm 
Fm3m 
Fm3m 
Pnma 
Pnma 
Pnma 
P2i3 
P2l3 
P2l3 
P2l3 
Pnma 
Ref. 
26 
27 
27 
28 
29 
30 
30 
28 
28 
31 
32 
32 
33 
32 
34 
Computation' 
A,C,D 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A,C,D 
A 
A 
A 
A,C 
A,B 
Table 4.1: Crystal structures for silicides and computation schemes used. 
'See text for explanation of symbols. 
consistency was assumed to have been achieved when the partial charges in the atomic 
spheres varied less than 10~5 electrons per iteration. Then the partial densities of states 
histograms were calculated with the number of к points in the IBZ varying from 165 
to 1376 to maintain similar and satisfactory levels of sampling density for different BZ 
of different materials. Briefly, the results of comparisons of these methods were that: 
1. The minimal basis set calculations gave a reasonable description of the trends in 
(partial) DOS up to approximately 6 eV above Ep-
2. Increasing the basis set gave shifts of a few hundred meV, even for the occupied 
states, so that the extended basis set is clearly desirable for detailed studies of 
self energies. At 5 eV above Ε ρ shifts between different basis set calculations 
were typically 0.5 eV. 
3. The largest basis set calculation increased the density of states at, for instance 
10 eV above EF, by about 30%. 
The first class of calculations, described above, were all "standard" band structures, 
i.e., ground state calculations. In order to investigate theoretically the influence of the 
core hole left behind in XAS we performed a second class of (supercell) calculations 
where the excited atom (an atom with an inner shell core hole) is formally treated as 
an impurity. Such an approach allows in a natural way for the symmetry breaking of 
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the system and describes self-consistently the charge redistribution induced by the core 
hole. In this approach we also employed the LSW method. In the case of ТіЗіг, the 
supercell contained 16 Si and 8 Ti atoms, i.e., it was four times bigger than the unit 
cell. The size of the supercell is important, and ultimately it should be large enough 
to inhibit interaction between excited atoms in neighbouring supercells. Finally, local 
partial DOS obtained on a core ionized site were used to calculate the KLiV Auger 
spectra as well as the К XAS spectrum. 
The third class of calculations involved the Clogston-Wolff (CW) method. CW 
models have been used by several authors 1 2 ' 2 4 ' 2 5 · 3 8 , 3 9 to simulate spectra of impuri­
ties and core hole effects. Our own version is a generalized CW model in which the 
strength of the hybridization between impurity and host may be varied in order to 
account for the contraction of the wave functions on the ionized site as a result of the 
core-hole potential. This version can almost exactly reproduce density of states ob­
tained by KKR-Green's function, embedded impurity, calculations.24,25 However, those 
studies showed that for s and ρ bands of the early, simple metals the strength of the 
hybridization was essentially unaffected by the core-hole potential. Therefore in this 
work we keep the parameter which accounts for this hybridization unchanged from the 
host value, although a small reduction would probably be more physical. The only 
important parameter in the simulations is thus the energy shift, Δ , of the effective 
atomic level at the impurity site.40 
Whilst it is, in principle, feasible to make ab initio calculations for the Δ parameters 
in the CW calculations41,42 it would be a complex process and is not attempted here. 
In our opinion, a major advantage of the CW approach is that it allows us to study 
the local distortion of the DOS as a function of the strength of the core-hole potential 
by treating Δ as an adjustable parameter (different for different densities of states). 
As an input to the CW model we used the ground-state partial DOS from ab initio 
calculations described earlier in this section. 
For all the calculations reported here the local partial DOS were convoluted with 
Lorentzian and Gaussian distributions in order to account for the core- and final state 
lifetimes and for instrumental effects, respectively. In Table 4.2 we show the values of 
broadening parameters used.4 3 - 4 6 
4.3. Results and interpretation 
4.3.1. Results of excited-state calculations and comparison wi th experiment 
These calculations are an important reference point in our strategy because they rep­
resent an attempt to calculate the measured spectra without any free parameters. In 
Fig. 4.2 we compare the calculated local, partial Si s and ρ DOS curves for ground state 
ТіЗіг with those found for the final, excited state. In the latter the influence of the 
hole in the core state was self-consistently accounted for, as described in Section 4.2.2. 
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Si К XAS 
Si К XES 
Si i/2,3 л Ъ о 
Si KLÌV Auger 1.65+0.1(Я - Ef 
Loreiitzian 
FWHM (eV) 
0.5+0.1(E - EFy 
0.5+0.1(£ - EF) 
Q.\+Q\(E-EF) 
Gaussian 
FWHM (eV) 
0.6 
0.6 
0.3 
0.6 
Table 4.2: Broadening parameters used in convolution of local partial DOS. Core-
level lifetimes were selected from Ref. 43. The linear term, accounting for the lifetime 
of an electron or hole in the valence states, is a purely empirical value based on our 
experience in previous studies.44_4e 
Figure 4.2: Local, Si site pro-
jected, partial densities of states for 
ТіЗіг as calculated for the ground-
state and for the excited state with 
the presence of a core hole. The 
latter are indicated with a star (*). 
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First, we dismiss a trivial shift of the bottom of the s band by 160 meV. This arises 
because the simulation of the core hole introduces one hole per cell, instead of one per 
crystal. The shift is minor compared to the other effects we discuss.4 7 
The most interesting effects we see in Fig. 4.2 is the shift of weight towards the 
bottom of the Si bands when a core hole is introduced. The curve shape for the local 
density of Si s states at a core ionized site is very different indeed from that of the 
unperturbed system, with a major peak near the bottom of the band. This effect is 
similar to that found in simulations of the core-hole effect on 5 states in pure light 
elements (Na, Mg, Al, Si) using various calculations. 1 1 , 4 8 ^ 5 1 Note also that the relative 
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weight of Si s states above Ep is hardly influenced by the core hole. This can be 
understood if one remembers that a core-hole potential of a few electron volts is small 
by comparison with the large separation of the Si effective atomic s level from Ep. 
The effect of the core hole on the partial density of Si ρ states is less dramatic 
in Fig. 4.2. We observe a shift in weight of the major peaks, in the range 3-11 eV 
below Ef, and also in the unoccupied states up to approximately 7 eV above Ep. It 
will be seen below that this change in shape will induce strong changes in spectral 
functions, even when lifetime and experimental broadening is taken into account. We 
also draw attention to the increase in the area under the occupied Si s and ρ states 
curve below Ep. This corresponds to 0.88 and 0.21 extra electrons, respectively. It 
reflects the screening of the core hole. However, it is experimentally very difficult 
to detect changes in absolute intensity, and therefore absolute area, relating to this 
screening, so that it will not be extensively discussed here. 
4.3.2. Si KLV Auger spectra 
The x-ray absorption results were presented in the introduction. However, Si KLV 
Auger spectra are also important here because of the insight they give into the site- and 
symmetry selected density of occupied states at a core-ionized Si site.1 0 , 3 e It is accepted 
that the Auger transition matrix element is short-ranged, so that only valence states 
with weight at the Si site contribute significantly to the spectrum. The density of states 
probe is that of a core-ionized site because there is a core hole in both initial, and final 
states. Furthermore, the angular parts of the Auger matrix elements are in the ratio 
s : ρ = 3 : 1 for K^V and 1 : 3 for tfL^V.11·48·49 Thus the main features of s 
and ρ DOS may be recognized by comparing the KLiV and KLz^V spectra, although 
the radial parts of the matrix elements do modify the intensity ratios derived from the 
angular parts. In this chapter we only discuss the Si KL\V spectra, which show both 
a peak centred at 12-13 eV due to Si s states and at ~5 eV due to Si ρ states.52 
We note that the one-electron binding energies of the Si s and ρ peaks given by 
Auger spectra are higher than those found in, for instance, x-ray emission experiments, 
(see Fig. 4.3 and Section 4.3.3). This is a known effect and is attributed primarily to 
the influence of the core-hole potential.1 0 '1 1 '4 8 5 1 
4.3.3. Comparison of ground-state and excited-state calculations with ex­
periment 
In Fig. 4.3 we compare local, partial Si DOS with various experiments. This picture 
will be used to illustrate that there are experimental shifts in peaks due to different, 
occupied partial DOS, according to whether or not a core hole is present in the final 
state. In addition we will see that the calculated and experimental shifts are similar. 
Starting with data on the occupied s states, the Si s DOS curve (broadened as described 
in Section 4.2.2) in the lower of Fig. 4 3 is compared with the experimental Si 1/2,3 XES 
curve
53
 because there is no core hole in the final state in this process. Also dipole 
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of broadened 
partial DOS with AES and XES spectra 
for T1S12 The ground state Si s DOS 
is compared to the Si ¿2 з emission spec­
trum in the lower panel, the ground state 
Si ρ DOS is compared to the Si К emis­
sion spectrum in the upper panel In the 
middle panel the Si * and ρ DOS for the 
excited state with the presence of a core 
hole, indicated by Si*, are compared with 
the Si КІц Auger spectrum Si* s and 
Si* ρ are normalized to the same height 
The broadening of the local DOS is de­
scribed in Section 4 2 2 
BINDMG ENERGY ((V) 
selection rules restrict valence band hole effects in L2 3 XES to Si s and d states and 
the d states play only a minor role near Ep (see e g Ref 1) The Si ¿2,3 XES curve 
resembles the broadened Si s DOS curve quite closely, with the major intensity between 
6 5 and 12 eV below Ef The largest differences are relatively lower experimental 
intensity at the bottom of the band, possibly due to energy dependence of the matrix 
elements, and relatively higher experimental intensity close to Ef, where the Si d states 
become more important The differences in peak positions are < 1 eV and the degree 
of agreement indicates the relative unimportance (here) of energy-dependent exchange 
and correlation effects which are not treated in the DOS calculation 54 However, we 
will find that even the small differences observed are troublesome and sometime detract 
from the degree of agreement between theory and experiment 
The Si К x-ray emission spectrum, shown in the upper panel, probes the local 
density of Si ρ states and the agreement of its shape with the broadened ground-state 
Si ρ DOS (lower frame) is good The major peak positions (experimental ~2 4 eV, 
theory ~2 1 eV) are similar, both curves show a long tail to high binding energies, and 
the major difference is a slightly broader experimental peak 
As stated in Section 4 3 2 the Si KL^V Auger spectrum gives us data on the 
occupied Si states in the presence of a core hole Thus the experimental peaks due to 
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the 
Si К XAS of ТіЗіг with the com­
puted local density of Si ρ states. 
Both the ground state calculation, 
lower curve, and the calculation 
for a core-ionized Si site, middle 
curve, are given as solid lines. The 
broadening of the local DOS is de­
scribed in Section 4.2.2. 
Ее 5 10 15 
ENERGY ABOVE Ep (<V) 
Si s and ρ states at ~13 eV and ~4-5 eV below EF resp., are much deeper than found 
in XES, as shown in the middle frame of Fig. 4.3. 
In the middle frame of Fig. 4.3 we also compare the measured KLiV Auger spec­
trum with the broadened Si * and Si ρ local partial DOS obtained in the presence of a 
2s core hole (Si* s and Si* ρ resp.). The calculated curves are normalized to the same 
height. Excact calculation of the relative intensities is not necessary for the work pre­
sented here and is hindered by the fact that Auger intensity ratios are more influenced 
by changes in the valence configuration than by changes in the radial wave functions of 
the valence electrons in the solid state environment.55 Note that the theoretical curves 
are much deeper than those in the absence of a core hole given in the top and bottom 
frames. The agreement with experiment is rather good, indicating that the calculations 
gives the correct peak positions, and the correct shifts with respect to the ground state 
DOS. 
The main conclusion of the results in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 described above is that the 
self-consistent calculation of final states with ionized core gives an essentially proper 
description of the core-hole effects on the occupied states. We may thus expect similar 
quality of the description of the unoccupied states relevant to XAS. This is born out 
by Fig. 4.4. In the calculation the core hole is seen to shift weight to the peaks and 
shoulders nearer to the threshold. The result is in rather good agreement with the shape 
of the experimental spectra up to ~6 eV above EF. This gives us confidence that the 
core-hole potential is indeed the major factor behind the differences between spectra 
and partial DOS curves in Fig. 4.1, at least for the first 6 eV above the threshold. 
Note, that the calculations yield far less weight in the region high above the thresh­
old than is actually observed. We do not believe this is due to problems with back­
ground subtraction as the slope of the background below threshold is flat and monotonie 
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in this region. There is always a problem of incomplete basis sets in the calculation, 
because the large lifetime broadening of high energy unoccupied states (e.g., more than 
15 eV above Ep) leads to their giving of spectral weight in the region 6-15 eV above 
EF. However the XAS spectra show no major peaks outside the range illustrated so 
that again this contribution is too weak to explain the discrepancy. The last possibili­
ties we can list are the energy dependence of the single particle XAS matrix elements 
and many-body excitations. The first of these two is more easy to test and we hope to 
write the computer codes necessary for this test in the foreseeable future. 
4.3.4. Simulations of core-hole effects with a Clogston-Wolff model 
As stated in Section 4.2.2, one of the major advantages of models like the Clogston-
Wolff model is that it allows one to compute in a simple way the effect of a core-hole 
potential as it is slowly increased. We thus indicate some of the general trends, using 
the CW model, before attempting to reproduce measured spectra. We start in Fig. 4.5 
with the Si s DOS for which the band edge is 13.6 eV below EF. Fig. 4.5 illustrates 
that even a small attractive potential causes a strong shift of weight to the high binding 
energy edge of the band. This shift becomes stronger as Δ is increased and eventually 
the potential is strong enough to split off a bound state at the bottom of the band, as 
seen in the Δ = —5 eV and Δ = —10 eV curves. This bound state has the majority of 
the Si s weight, as can be seem from the dramatic decrease in the state density in the 
band region. In this example the core-hole potential has a strong effect on the shape 
of the occupied state distribution, but above Ep it only influences the weight; there is 
hardly any influence on the shape. This is by no means always the case. 
In order to judge the influence of the attractive potential on the spectra, it is helpful 
to broaden the spectra to simulate core-hole lifetime and instrumental broadening, as 
well as the valence state lifetime broadening. Also, we normalise the spectra to a 
constant height, just as we would do with experimental spectra. The results are shown 
in Fig. 4.6(a) for the occupied Si s DOS; in Fig. 4.6(b) for the occupied Si ρ DOS, 
and in Fig. 4.6(c) for the unoccupied Si ρ DOS. The occupied Si s DOS is clearly 
very sensitive to the attractive potential and the peak moves rapidly to higher binding 
energies (BE). This is consistent with the shift observed in the high BE peak of the Si 
KLiV Auger spectrum which was attributed to the local density of Si s states. The 
"best" description in the CW model of the observed KLiV AES peak was obtained with 
Δ = -3.2 eV as will be described in the Section 4.3.5. We do not have experimental 
XAS data relating to the unoccupied DOS for Si s states, and thus we do not present 
CW curves for these states. In Fig. 4.6(b) we consider the effect of the attractive 
potential on the occupied Si ρ states. Here we see that the unperturbed Si ρ DOS 
has low weight near Ep, and a peak at ~2 eV, in agreement with the Si К (Is) x-ray 
emission data (upper frame of Fig. 4.3). Again an attractive potential at the Si site is 
seen to shift weight to higher BE. However here a Δ of even -10 eV does not produce 
a split-off bound state, primarily because it is a wide band and the effective Si ρ atomic 
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F i g u r e 4.5: The influence of an 
incieasing Si core-hole potential on 
the local density of Si s states. 
The DOS as calculated for Fig­
ure 4.2, without a core hole, has 
been broadened by a 0.3 eV Gaus­
sian to smooth out details of the 
structure not relevant here. Δ 
refers to the attactive potential pa­
rameter used in the CW model 
(in eV). The curves have been nor­
malized to keep their area constant 
although that requires a truncation 
of the peak growing at the bottom 
of the valence states for Δ <-3 eV. 
-10 0 
ENERGY («V| 
level of the unperturbed system is very far above the bot tom of the band. Note that 
the curves produced for Si ρ states in ТіЗіг by the C W model with Δ ~ - 3 eV are 
rather complex, having a broad, doublepeaked structure. 
From the above discussion it is clear that an attractive potential in the CW model 
can distort the local density of Si s and ρ states in such a way as to reproduce the KLV 
Auger spectral features (see also Ref. 11). Thus it is reasonable to apply the CW model 
to XAS, and in Fig. 4.6(c) we consider the distortion of the unoccupied Si ρ DOS. The 
unperturbed ρ DOS curve has a major peak at approximately 6 5 eV and several small 
steps leading down to a low weight near EF. Application of an attractive potential 
causes transfer of weight below E?, but this is not visible in Fig. 4.6(c) because the 
spectra are normalized to the same height. The distortion of the shape is, however, 
very clear and substantial for small \'alues of Δ (up to ~ - 3 eV) although the changes 
become more gradual as Δ is still further increased. 
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Figure 4.6: Clogston-Wolff simulations 
of the distortion of the local partial den­
sity of Si states at a core-ionized site using 
the ground state DOS of ТіЗіг- (a) occu­
pied Si s states; (b) occupied Si ρ states 
and (c) unoccupied Si ρ states. The theo­
retical curve broadening is as described in 
Section 4.2.2. 
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4.3.5. Comparison of CW simulations with experiment for ТіЗіг 
We now consider the capability of the CW model to simulate actual spectra from 
ground-state spectra. We know from previous work that the CW calculations give a 
very good simulation of LDA-KKR Green's function calculations in which a core hole 
is simulated by embedding a (Z + 1) atom in a periodic matrix. 2 4 , 2 5 However, those 
LDA-KKR calculations do not always describe XAS spectra well.56 
In this work the CW model was used with free Δ parameters to simulate experi­
mental spectra. One may ask in how far the agreement achieved (which is very good, 
as shown in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8) is artificial. For instance the influence of energy depen­
dence of exchange and correlation, or dynamical effects could be lumped together with 
core-hole effects.57 The answer to this question will be case dependent. Here, however, 
we have also the results of aft initio calculations which are free of adjustable parame­
ters. These aft initio calculations did not treat either self energy, or dynamical effects. 
Therefore, on the basis of the general agreement of all three results (experiments, CW 
modelling and aft initio calculations) we can exclude a major role of self energy and 
dynamical effects for ТіЗіг in the energy range considered here. 
We now consider the CWT simulations of actual spectra, starting with the ТіЗіг 
Auger data (Fig. 4.7). The application of the CW model with Δ = -3.2 eV to 
the partial density of s states in ТіЗіг leads to a strong peak at the bottom of the 
-2D -16 H6 -Ц -Q -10 -8 -6 4 -2 -Ep 
ENERGY (tV) 
-16 -W -G -Ю -β -6 -4 
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Figure 4.7: Simulations of the lo­
cal density of Si s and ρ states at a 
core-ionized site using the ground 
state DOS of TiSij, and an at­
tractive core-hole potential in the 
generalized Clogston-Wolff model. 
The CW curves are compared with 
the experimental KLiV Auger 
spectrum. The theoretical curve 
broadening is as for the AES curve 
in Figure 4.3. 
IS Ю 5 E F 
ONE ELECTRON BINDING ENERGY (eV) 
band, which on broadening, closely resembles the high BE peak of the Si KLiV Auger 
spectrum. A larger value of Δ would rapidly lead to less good agreement because it 
would result in bound state formation, with most of the predicted spectral weight in 
a narrow peak below the bottom of the band (see e.g. Fig. 4 6[a]). Here, however, the 
CW model clearly leads to a good simulation of the available data. 
The application of the CW model with Δ = —3.0 eV shifts the peak of the occupied 
TÍSÍ2 Si ρ partial DOS to ~4-5 eV below EF, which is in good agreement with the 
position of the peak attributed to Si ρ states in the KL\V Auger spectrum. The choice 
of the "best" value of the occupied Si ρ state Δ is relatively unambiguous because the 
peak shifts rapidly as Δ is increased (see Fig. 4.6[b]). The same is not true for the CW 
simulations of the Si К XAS spectra, which change rather slowly as Δ is increased (see 
Fig. 4.6[c]). As shown in Fig. 4.8, the CW model with Δ = —4 eV gives a reasonable 
simulation of the spectra, up to ~6 eV above threshold although the Δ = — 3 eV curve 
is not noticeably worse. The uncertainty in the precise value of Δ is increased by the 
failure of all our calculations to reproduce the large intensity more than 6 eV above 
EF. 
In summary of the results presented in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, we may state that 
the agreement between the Auger spectra and the CW simulations with input of the 
ground-state DOS is excellent, as is also the case for the К XAS spectra up to 6 eV 
above EF. The CW results are even better than the simulations from ab initio cal­
culations, especially for the ρ peak. However more work is necessary before too much 
physical significance can be attatched to the numerical values of Δ. 
4.3.6. Comparison of simulations with spectra of other silicides 
Although detailed comparison of the simulations with spectra for each and every silicide 
is superfluous, we prefer not to base our conclusions on results from just one compound. 
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Ep 5 Ю 15 
ENERGY ABOVE Ep (eV) 
F i g u r e 4.8: Comparison 
of Si К XAS curves and 
simulations based on the 
density of unoccupied Si ρ 
states and the generalized 
CW model with Δ = - 3 
and Δ = - 4 eV for ТіЗіг-
Figure 4.9: Comparison of 
the experimental Si К XAS 
spectrum of TiSi (dots) with 
the partial density of Si ρ 
states, the partial density of 
Si ρ states calculated in the 
presence of a core hole (Si* p) 
and the partial density of un­
occupied Si ρ states treated 
by the Clogston-Wolff model 
with Δ set at - 4 eV. 
ENERGY ABOVE 
We chose TiSi to test the influence of stoichiometry and NÍSÍ2 to test the influence of 
changing the transition metal on the quality of our simulations and the conclusions 
concerning the importance of core-hole effects. Figure 4.9 illustrates various approaches 
to simulation of the Si К XAS spectrum of TiSi. The Si ρ DOS has, of course, the 
main peaks at too high energies. Introduction of a core hole at a Si site in the supercell 
calculation results in a shift of weight to the lower energy peaks and the overall shape 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of 
the experimental Si К XAS 
spectrum of NiSia (dots) with 
the partial density of Si ρ 
states, and the partial den­
sity of unoccupied Si ρ states 
treated by the Clogston-Wolff 
model with Δ set at —3 eV 
and —4 eV. 
E F 5 10 15 
ENERGY ABOVE Ep (tV) 
of the local Si ρ DOS curve at the ionized Si site resembles quite closely the XAS 
spectum up to ~6 eV above Ep. Note, however, that the calculation produces too 
much structure in the region 3-5 eV above E?. There is again too little weight at 
energies higher than 6 eV above Ep in the calculated curve, and again we believe that 
the first approach to this problem should be computation of the single particle matrix 
elements. 
The best curves from CW treatment of the partial DOS curve were those with 
Δ = - 4 eV. The Δ = —4 eV curve, shown in Fig. 4.9, has the main weight around 
~4 eV above threshold, as in the experiment, but shows a double peak structure 
not observed in experiment. Increased lifetime broadening would not greatly improve 
agreement with experiment. Thus we believe that self-energy effects are the most 
likely reason for failure to simulate the spectra more accurately. However, it should be 
stressed that the CW treatment of the unoccupied DOS does do one thing correctly — 
it shifts weight to the lower energy features and improves agreement with experiment 
in the region 0-6 eV above threshold. 
Also for NÍSÍ2, (Fig. 4.10) the CW treatment improves agreement with experimental 
XAS data close to EF. We again see the missing weight more than ~7 eV above EF, 
and note that in this case the effect is aggravated because we have used a partial DOS 
curve from a calculation without an extended basis set. Also the Si К edge is broader 
than in other compounds for some reason. However, the CW treatment shifts weight 
towards threshold so that the maximum is at ~2.5 eV (experiment ~2.6 eV) instead 
of at ~G eV as in the partial Si ρ DOS of the unperturbed lattice. The calculated 
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As (occ) Δρ (осе) Δρ (unocc) 
material from KLiV from КІц from XAS 
TiSi2 3^ 2 3^ 0 ^Л 
TiSi - - 3-4 
NiSiz -
 =
 3 4 
Table 4.3: "Best" values for the core-hole potential, Δ, from simulation of experi­
mental spectra from unperturbed DOS curves (all values in eV). 
CW curves also have a shoulder at 1.0 eV. Its position is strongly dependent on the 
broadening and it may be associated with the experimental shoulder near 1.5 eV. A 
further shoulder near 4.5 eV in the experimental curve may be associated with a similar 
feature at the same energy. Thus, in summary, treatment of the unperturbed partial 
density of Si ρ states with the CW model treatment gives reasonable agreement with 
Si К XAS of NÍSÍ2 up to ~7 eV above Ep, and the major disagreements are in the 
intensity at higher energies and the widths of the features. 
4.4. Summary and conclusions 
In this chapter we have presented evidence of significant differences between ground-
state site and symmetry selected DOS and experimental Si К XAS data for transition 
metal suicides (Section 4.1). For a test case we have also taken into consideration 
experimental data on Si KLV Auger spectra, which are known to give site-specific 
information on the local DOS in the presence of a core hole (Section 4.3.2). We find 
that by introducing the core hole at the Si site and carrying out selfconsistent calcu­
lations within a supercell approach, we can properly describe the changes of spectral 
distributions of valence and unoccupied states induced by that hole. These changes 
improve the description of KLV Auger spectra, as well as the description of Si К x-ray 
absorption spectra. In particular for the latter case, the shift of intensity towards the 
threshold enables us to conclude that the initial discrepancies (Fig. 4.1) were indeed 
primarily caused by core-hole effects. 
We have then used a generalized Clogston-Wolff model to investigate the develop­
ment of core-hole effects and found that it can give a good description of core-hole 
effects with reasonable values for the core-hole potential parameters, Δ. The values 
found are summarized in Table 4.3, and give a general idea of their size for the Si К 
level. Δ values of 3.2 eV for Si s states and 3-4 eV for Si ρ states gave reasonable 
agreement between theory and experiment for all cases tested, although one should be 
cautious about attaching too much significance to the precise numerical values at this 
stage. It is at least clear that Δ is much smaller than the bare Coulomb interaction 
between core- and valence wave functions, as a result of screening effects. On the 
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other hand values of typically 3 eV are not so much smaller than the potential at the 
bottom of the band that they can be neglected entirely. A very practical use of the 
CW model is to test whether or not differences between XAS spectra and ground state 
DOS can be attributed to core-hole effects. If the values of the Δ parameters turn out 
to be transferable, other uses can be envisaged, but more applications to other types 
of materials are desireable. 
Thus our main conclusions are: 
1. The measured Si К XAS spectra from transition metal silicides cannot be suc­
cessfully obtained from partial Si ρ DOS of the ground-state, as concluded earlier 
for Al К XAS.54 
2. The differences between (broadened) DOS curves and measured spectra up to 
~6 eV above threshold are primarily due to the core-hole potential. 
3. The core-hole effects can be succesfully described by ab initio calculations which 
explicitly include the presence of the hole in the excited state. 
4. The core-hole effect can be successfully simulated by a Clogston-Wolff model. 
We found three problems m this work: 
1. We have no quantitative explanation of why the theoretical curves show much 
less weight at high energy than the experimental data. We suspect this is due to 
single particle matrix elements. 
2. We have been forced to use empirical values for the imaginary part of the self 
energy (lifetime broadening) of both the valence and the uncoccupied states. This 
is unsatisfactory. 
3. We are continually confronted with small differences in peak positions found 
theoretically and experimentally. These are attributed to many body interactions 
(i.e., self-energy effects). Of course points 2 and 3 are not entirely separable. 
To place these studies of Si К XAS spectra in context we compare their behaviour 
with that for the £2,3 edges of 3d transition metals and the Мц$ edges of rare earths. As 
a first ansatz one would imagine that large core-hole potentials (Δ) and small valence 
band widths {W) would favour strong distortion of the spectra with respect to the 
band structure limit. These data are summarized in Table 4.4. The data does indeed 
support the ansatz, but we note that in intermediate cases (/,2,3 XAS) the type of 
spectrum observed depends strongly on the chemical environment. 
Whilst there has been much consideration of core-hole effects for other core-levels, 
few have been studied with the same detail as those listed in Table 4.4. We may note, 
for instance, that the Δ and W parameters relevant to the much studied L2,3 edges of 
4d and bd transition metals (or К edges of Zd transition metals) are expected to be 
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similar to those of the Si К levels in silicides. It is not clear to us if core-hole effects are 
actually weaker in those levels, or just harder to detect as a result of greater core-hole 
lifetime broadening. Detailed studies in this area are much needed. 
Level 
Si К 
¿2.3 
•¿2,3 
м 4,5 
Materials 
silicides 
early 3d transition-
metals 
3d transition-
metal compounds 
lanthanides and 
their compounds 
Д ( е ) 
3 4 
2-4 
2-6 
-10 
W (eV) 
5-10 
5-8 
2-6 
<0.2 
Multiplet 
interaction 
weak 
~ 5 e V 
~ 5 e V 
~ 5 e V 
Behaviour 
a 
b 
с 
d 
Table 4.4: Approximate core-hole potentials (Δ) and valence band widths (W) 
relevant to XAS spectra, along with a summary of their behaviour. 
a: Core-hole effect is the most important after solid state band structure. Effects 
are not negligible. 
b: Core-hole and band structure effects must be treated on same footing. Multiplet 
effects axe not negligible.3,4 
c: Atomic-like spectra often observed. Core-hole and multiplet effects dominate. 5 8" 6 0 
d: Atomic-like multiplet structure always dominates but crystal fields, etc. may 
influence terms observed.61 
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5. T H E B A / S I ( 1 0 0 ) - 2 X 1 INTERFACE, PART I: 
X P S AND X A E S STUDIES OF SILICIDE 
FORMATION 
Abstract 
In two complementary papers we present the results and analysis of an extended 
study of the Ba/Si(100)-2xl interface. In this paper, we will discuss x-ray excited 
Auger electron spectroscopy- and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy chemical shifts, 
as well as plasrnon losses, which have been studied to answer the question whether 
silicide formation occurs at this interface. It is found that no silicide formation takes 
place at room temperature. Two Ba-Si phases are detected as reaction products 
upon annealing the Ba/Si(100) system at ~550 K. 
5.1. Introduction 
The interaction of alkali metal and alkaline-earth metal overlayers with semiconductor 
surfaces is of wide interest because of the possible application of these systems in photo-
cathodes to obtain negative electron affinities, and in thermionic energy converters.1-9 
Generally speaking, in technology using metal silicon contacts, stability of the interface 
is of paramount importance and the first questions to be asked are whether reaction 
and compound formation takes place, and is the interface chemically stable10"13? In 
this context, barium offers a very good perspective because it is much more stable than 
e.g. Cs, but generates a similar lowering of the work function. Moreover, investigations 
of the Ba-Si system may act as a link between other important interface families such 
as Si and alkali-metals, d-metals, or rare-earth metals [3,4,7,8,14-19, and references 
therein]. 
In this paper we discuss x-ray induced Auger electron- and x-ray photoelectron-
spectroscopic (XAES and XPS respectively) studies of the Ba/Si(100)-2xl interface. 
Investigation was hindered by the difficulty in obtaining bulk BaSi and BaSij suicides as 
reference materials. However, our results show that no silicide formation occurs at room 
temperature (RT). Upon annealing silicide formation was suspected but not found until 
the chance observation of the disappearance of plasrnon losses. Then detailed studies 
indicated that not one, but two Ba-Si phases are formed which we assign to BaSi and 
BaSÌ2 by analogy with the bulk Ba-Si phase. Further wc show that the use of Si KLL 
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XAES greatly facilitates the evaluation of interface reactions. 
5.2. Experimental details 
The electron spectrometer used for this work was a Vacuum Science Workshop (HA150) 
instrument incorporating a large solid-angle (0.1 ster) monochromator for Al Ka ra­
diation. The experimented resolution was set at conditions which gave ~650 meV full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) for the Ag 3d lines. For the XAES20 experiments 
Bremsstrahlung radiation from a Ti anode was used, with a 25 μιη Be window sepa­
rating the sample from the anode chamber to avoid contamination of the sample. This 
window has a high transmission for the Bremsstrahlung radiation above ~1.9 keV thus 
allowing us to achieve high count rates. The typical operating pressure close to the 
sample was in the high 10 - 1 1 mbar range. All experiments were completed within ~5 
hours to avoid contamination. During the experiment the О l i and the С Is peaks 
were frequently monitored but never exceeded the detection limit. 
Clean Si(100) samples (η-type, As-doped 10 1 9cm _ 3) were produced by the standard 
procedure of etching in a 1% HF in water solution, followed by mild Ar+ sputtering and 
annealing by direct current flow through the sample.2 1 - 2 4 Tantalum clamps were used 
as electrical contacts for the anneal. The prepared surface showed a clear 2x1 LEED 
pattern. During Ba evaporation from a modified dispenser cathode25 the pressure never 
rose above 3 χ I O - 1 0 mbar. Radiant heating from the evaporator was negligible because 
of the geometry of the system and the very low power needed to evaporate Ba. 
The Ba layer thickness, Θ, was estimated from the Si 2p and Ba 4d peak intensities, 
using the Scofield cross sections26 and a electron mean free path of 2.0 nm in the Ba 
overlayer. For a number of experiments the adsórbate layer thickness was also measured 
afterwards by Rutherford back scattering (RBS) and good agreement with the XPS 
results was found. 
5.3. Results 
In Fig. 5.1 the results of the XAES measurements are presented. The bottom curve 
of this figure represents a Si KLL spectrum of a clean Si(100)-2xl sample, the spectra 
displaced upward show the effects of deposition of ~5 monolayer (ML) Ba and the 
subsequent annealing at ~550 К for (a): 5 minutes, (b): 20 minutes, and (c) 50 minutes. 
The spectra are normalized to the same height to emphasize line shape changes. The 
main peak at 1616.25 eV kinetic energy is assigned to the 1D2 final state, while the 
smaller one at 1609.36 eV is assigned to the lSo multiplet.27 Also clearly visible is 
the bulk plasmon пш
р
 located 17.30 eV to the low energy side of the main peak. This 
plasmon was also observed at the same relative energy positions from other pronounced 
lines such as the Si АГЬг.з^ Auger line or the Si 2p XPS peak.28 3 0 
Evaporation of ~5 ML Ba reduces the intensity but hardly influences the spectrum; 
the peak shape, peak positions, and their relative intensities are unaffected and even the 
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responds to the clean Si(100)-
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placed upward show the effect 
of the evaporation of ~5 ML 
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~550 К for (a): 5 minutes, (b): 
20 minutes, and (c): 50 minutes. 
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out of the bulk plasmon ηω
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(shaded) and the surface plas­
mon (arrows). 
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bulk plasmon remains unchanged, although the surface plasmon, indicated by arrows 
in Fig. 5.1, seems to grow. The small shift in energy of the second spectrum, -0.18 eV, 
is attr ibuted to band bending effects and will not be discussed here. Also visible is a 
small rise of the background intensity, arising from extra losses as the escaping electron 
travels through the Ba overlayer. As a result of annealing two changes can be observed: 
1. The bulk plasmon loses intensity, or is smeared out into a very broad region, and 
the surface plasmon vanishes completely. 
2. The shape of the silicon ^ o and the 102 KLL Auger lines changes. 
We first focus on the 1£)2 Auger line. As seen in spectrum (a), annealing the sample 
5 minutes at 550 К already produces a strong shoulder at ~1.8 eV to the high kinetic 
energy side of the main peak. As shown in spectrum (b). this shoulder grows upon 
further annealing and its intensity exceeds the "main" line of the Si substrate after 
~20 minutes. Moreover, both peaks shift towards each other. Finally, after 50 minutes 
(c), one peak at 1616.68 eV kinetic energy is observed, this peak is slightly broader 
than that of pure Si. Annealing for longer periods or at higher temperatures did not 
cause further changes in the 1О
г
 line or in other parts of the spectrum. 
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Figure 5.2: XPS spectra for the 
Ba/Si(100) interface. The bottom 
spectrum was taken from a clean 
Si(100)-2xl surface, the second spec­
trum was taken after evaporation of 
~5 ML Ba. Thereafter the sample 
was annealed at ~550 К for (a): 10 
minutes and (b): 50 minutes. 
Similar layers were also studied by XPS and Bremsstrahlung Isochromat spectros­
copy (BIS). The XPS results of the Si 2p core-levels are presented in Fig. 5.2. Again 
we start with the spectrum of a clean Si(100)-2xl surface, bot tom spectrum, followed 
by the spectra from the Ba-coated and subsequently annealed samples. The Si 2p core-
level spectra are measured after annealing for 10 minutes, (spectrum (a)), and after 
annealing for 50 minutes, (spectrum (b)). All spectra have been scaled to emphasize 
the line shape changes. First we see that the effect of evaporation of a Ba overlayer, is 
stronger than observed in Fig. 5.1. A shift of 0.35 eV to higher BE can be seen. This 
shift and the shift in the Ba 4d XPS lines as a function of overlayer thickness, as well 
as the morphology of growth will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. Second, the 
two spin-orbit components, 2pi/2 and 2p3i2, are less distinguishable but the FWHM 
remains the same. Annealing for 10 minutes results in a rather broad Si 2p line with 
a FWHM increased by 0.7 eV. It is clear that this line is built up from two or more 
components, with new feature(s) appearing on the high kinetic energy side of the peak, 
as in the Si 1D2 KLL Auger line. The last spectrum of Fig. 5.2, spectrum (b). was 
measured under the same conditions as spectrum (c) in Fig. 5.1, i.e. after heating for 
50 minutes at 550 K. Here we see a peak shift of 0.10 eV to lower BE and an increase 
in the F W H M of ~0.18 eV, both with respect to the lowest spectrum. As will be 
discussed in Section 5.4, we interpret the results of these experiments as evidence that 
two suicide phases are formed during the heating process. 
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Si 
SÌ+5ML Ba 
SiUcide I 
Silicide II 
XAES 
Si KLL 1В
г 
1616.25 
1616.07 
1616.10 1617.88 
1616.68 
XPS 
Si 2p Ba 4d 
99.55 
99.90 90.35 
99.55 90.00 
99.45 90.25 
BIS 
B a 4 / 
11.8 
11.8 
11.8 
Table 5.1: XPS/BIS binding energies and XAES kinetic energies in eV. The accuracy 
for the XPS and XAES measurements is 50 mV, for BIS 100 mV. Silicide I and Silicide 
II refer to Fig. 5.2, spectra (a) and (c) respectively. 
We repeated these experiments several times, and it appeared that the exact layer 
thickness can have some influence on the rate of silicide formation. In all sessions, the 
formation of the first silicide phase was nicely reproducible but the formation of the 
second one was sometimes more problematic. In some cases we needed to anneal for 
longer periods or at higher temperatures. 700 К was the maximum temperature we 
have used to make the second silicide phase. 
The Ba 4d core-levels were also monitored with XPS but no changes in the line 
shapes were observed, only in their energy positions. They are tabulated in Table 5.1. 
Also tabulated are the unoccupied Ba 4/ states, measured with BIS. Here again, we 
did not observe any changes in the line shapes and in this case the energy positions 
were constant.30 
5.4. Discussion 
We attribute the disappearance of the bulk and surface plasmon losses in Fig. 5.1 to 
silicide formation, as a result of annealing, which is consistent with the large chemical 
shifts of the Si KLL Auger peaks. Hence we find the disappearance of the plasmon 
losses appears to be an important diagnostic test of silicide formation. Plasmon losses 
are missing or suppressed in many other suicides.31 
Upon further annealing, the хОі line from the Si substrate and the shoulder due 
to the silicide, fuse together into one single peak. Again the absence of sharp plasmon 
losses indicates that the bulk of Si is present as a silicide, but the chemical shifts indicate 
a second silicide phase. The successively formed suicides are labelled as Silicide I and 
Silicide II respectively in Table 5.1. The ratio of Ba:Si XPS peaks indicates that silicide 
II is more Si-rich. The layer thickness of the second silicide phase is such that almost 
no electrons can escape from the Si substrate. The phase diagram of Ba Si,3 2 , 3 3 is 
poorly defined but shows two possible suicides: BaSi and ВаЗіг- This makes it very 
tempting and not unreasonable to attribute the shoulder in spectrum (a) of Fig. 5.1 
to the formation of the monosilicide, and the final peak, spectrum (c) in Fig. 5.1, 
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to the disilicide. However, it was not possible to simulate the former spectrum out 
of two Si 2p XPS spectra obtained from a clean substrate, with the binding energies 
and relative intensities as fitting parameters. This suggests considerable disorder and 
inhomogeneity in the thin suicide layers. 
Finally, we note that both XPS and XAES provide us with more or less similar 
information. However, XAES has some distinct advantages with respect to XPS. For 
instance the recording times of the spectra presented here were roughly ten times 
shorter than for XPS, an important advantage for this kind of research. Furthermore, 
chemical shifts in XAES are much more pronounced.34 
5.5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have presented XAES and XPS measurements on the Ba/Si(100) 
interface and have shown that no suicide formation occurs at room temperature. Sub­
sequently annealing at ~550 К results in the formation of two suicide phases. We have 
shown that BaSi forms at ~550 К with relative short anneaJing periods and that the 
formation of ВаЗіг requires longer annealing or higher temperatures. 
In the following paper we shall present the results of XPS, BIS, synchrotron PS 
and LEED studies on the Ba/Si(100) interface at room temperature. Morphology of 
growth and Schottky-barrier formation will be discussed. 
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6. THE B A / S I ( 1 0 0 ) - 2 X 1 INTERFACE, PART II: 
X P S , B I S AND SYNCHROTRON P S STUDIES 
OF SCHOTTKY-BARRIER FORMATION 
Abstrac t 
In Chapter 5 we have reported the results of XPS and XAES studies of suicide 
formation at the Ba/Si(100) interface at elevated temperatures. In this chapter we 
present the results of XPS, BIS, and synchrotron PS studies on the same system 
but at room temperature. We find that Ba grows layer by layer on the Si substrate 
and that electron energy losses and final state effects are important for the correct 
interpretation of the data. Observed shifts in the Si 2p core levels are ascribed 
to a lowering of the Schottky barrier and ¿ire explained with the model presented 
by Mönch [Phys. Rev. Lett. 58 (1987) 1260], while measured shifts in the Ba 
4d core levels are related to the reduction of the silicon work function. This model 
requires the presence of metal induced gap states (MIGS) which are indeed observed 
with BIS. Here we find increasing spectral intensity near the Fermi level upon Ba 
deposition. This intensity is assigned to Ba 5d states which probably fulfil the role 
of the MIGS in Mönch's model. 
6.1. Introduction 
In two complementary chapters we report on the result of an extended study of the 
Ba/Si(100)-2xl system. In the preceding chapter we have discussed x-ray induced 
Auger electron spectroscopy and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measure-
ments and have shown that no suicide formation occurs at room temperature (RT). 
After annealing two barium-silicon phases are formed. In this chapter we focus on 
Schot tky-barrier (SB) formation and related effects such as the morphology of growth 
and peak shifts of Ba core levels. 
The rectifying properties of metal-semiconductor contacts, were already discovered 
by Braun at the end of the nineteenth century1 and approximately 60 years later 
Schottky2 and Mot t 3 proposed the barrier height to equal the difference of the work 
function of the metal and the electron affinity of the semiconductor. Many models 
have been presented since [4, and references therein] with various degrees of success. 
For instance, the linear relation between barrier height and metal work function, as 
predicted by Schottky,2 is not in agreement with the experimental findings. In the 
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late 1940's, Bardeen5 used the concept of Fermi-level pinning by interface states to 
explain the failure of the Schottky model. Later, Spicer et al.6,7 proposed that defects 
are responsible for the localized states, while Heine8 argued that surface states deter-
mine SB heights. The concept introduced by Heine was elaborated by Flores et al.9 
and Tersoff,10,11 resulting in a model which implies metal induced gap states (MIGS). 
Tersoff's model is based on a self-consistent pseudo potential approach to the deter-
mination of the elctronc structure of the interface. He concludes that when the metal 
DOS is relatively featureless througout the gap and the MIGS penetrate enough to 
screen the interface, then the position of EF in the gap is determined primarily by 
the complex band structure of the semiconductor. However, while these theories can 
explain a number of the experimental facts, the observation that a given semiconductor 
can produce different Schottky-barriers is in disagreement with them. 
Recently, Mönch has demonstrated that both defect states and induced gap states 
must be taken into account and that the effects of these factors must be corrected 
by Schottky-like terms, which are determined by the semiconductor electron affinity 
and the metal work function.12 Using these results and the theoretical framework of 
Cardona and Christensen,13 Niles et al.14 introduced in their so called "unified picture" 
a simple formula for η-type Schottky-barrier heights: 
ф5В = Eg - Em - S{x + Eg - Em - xp) (6.1) 
Here, Eg is the semiconductor band gap, Em Cardona's dielectric midpoint energy,
13 
5 the pinning strength parameter, χ the semiconductor electron affinity and ψ the 
metal work function. The term between parentheses is the Schottky correction term. 
Note that фвв goes to the pinning limit as 5 —> 0 and that фзв goes to the Schottky 
model expression as 5 —» 1. Mönch12 and Niles et а1.ы provide strong evidence for 
this unified picture by analyzing data obtained on a large number heterojunction-
and silicon-based interfaces. Even Tersoff's charge neutrality level (ECNL)I which he 
calculated for the MIGS model,10 fits in this picture and can be found by substituting 
values for Ε9, Em, and S as listed in Table 6.1, into Equation (6.1), and putting 
Ф = Х--Фзв = ECNL = 0.76 eV. 
The aim of this chapter is to analyse the Ba/Si(100) interface in detail with a 
variety of experimental techniques in order to see if the unified picture for describing 
Schottky barriers is also valid for low work function materials. For this, XPS and low-
energy photoelectron spectroscopy (PS), performed at hi/ = 120 eV, give us information 
about Fermi-level pinning and band bending effects in a direct way, bypassing all the 
difficulties of space-averaging techniques such as the transport measurements.4 Core-
level binding energies are directly linked to the valence-band edge, E
v
, and from this 
Фзв is given, by definition, as: 
фзв = EV + Eg- EF. (6.2) 
In Fig. 6.1 the meaning of the various symbols mentioned above is indicated. As shown 
in this figure one measures the binding energy of the Si 2p core levels relative to the 
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Reference 
Eg 
En 
EcNL 
S 
4>SB Si 
Δ 0 5 Β , 5 · + Β α 
ΦΒα 
X Sx 
^Si.PS 
λ ί . ,ΧΡΑ 
A B „ P S 
Afla.XPS 
1.12 eV 
0.2 eV 
0.76 eV 
0.17 
0.76 eV 
-0.35 eV 
-0.37 eV 
2.5 eV 
4.7 eV 
4.0 Â 
16—26 Â 
1.2 Â 
20 A 
15 
13 
10 
12 
10 
this work 
after Ref. 12 
16 
12 
17 
18,19 
this work 
this work 
Table 6.1: List of various Si and 
Ba parameters. The symbols are ex-
plained in the text and in Fig. 6.1. 
The values of λ with an index 
"PS" are values for photon energy of 
hv = 120 eV. 
Fermi level {Ep), and one only has to subtract the fixed energy of the Si 2p core level 
relative to the conduction band minimum (E
c
) to find the n-type Schottky barrier 
(E
c
 = E
v
 + Eg. For values see Table 6.1). In this way shifts in Si 2p peak positions due 
to the deposition of a metal overlayer, can be related to changes in фзв- However, one 
has to be careful because core-level shifts can have different origins, of which silicide 
formation at the interface is the most important one. As shown in Chapter 5, no 
silicide formation occurs at RT at the Ba/Si(100) interface but only after annealing of 
the substrate to temperatures > 550 K. 
More insight into the origin of Fermi-level pinning can be obtained by a study 
of the unoccupied density of states. For this we applied Bremsstrahlung Isochromat 
spectroscopy (BIS). In connection with these problems the morphology of Ba growth 
is studied by combining XPS and low energy electron diffraction (LEED) results. 
6.2. Experimental details 
The high-energy data were taken with a combined XPS-BIS machine of which the 
details are given in Chapter 5. For the BIS measurements a Pierce gun was used. Low-
energy photoemission experiments were performed with an ellipsoidal mirror electron 
energy analyser,20 at the BESSY (Berliner Elektronen Speicherring-Gesellschaft für 
Synchrotronstrahlung mbH) storage ring on a high-energy toroidal grating monochro-
mator (HE-TGM2). A photon energy of 120 eV was used to achieve high surface 
sensitivty with, simultaneous, sufficiently high intensity for the Ba 4<f core levels. The 
latter have a minimum for their transition matrix elements at ~150 eV21 which limited 
our choice of photon energy. For these experiments the experimental resolution was 
~500 meV. The sample preparation conditions are also described in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 6.1: Visualization of the 
Schottky-barrier (<J>SB) at a n-type 
silicon sample. Shown are the con­
duction band minimum (E
c
), the va­
lence band maximum (E
v
), the Si 
band gap (Eg) and the Fermi level 
(Ep). χ denotes the electron affin­
ity with respect to the vacuum level. 
The silicon 2p core level has a fixed 
binding energy of 98.74 eV with 
respect to E
v
.
22
 The experimental 
binding energy is measured relative 
to EF and depends on the magnitude 
of Фзв- At the right hand side the Si 
surface states are also shown. 
— depth 
6.3. Results and interpretation 
The starting point for all the measurements described here was an atomically clean 
Si(100) sample with a 2x1 reconstructed surface, checked by LEED. Upon deposition 
of Ba, which was performed in steps of ~0.1 ML, the 2x1 LEED pattern "dissolved" 
into a strong background, and already at ~0.5 ML no LEED spots could be observed 
at energies < 100 eV. Careful heating of the sample and/or further deposition of Ba 
did not result in any new LEED patterns. The fairly quick disappearance of the LEED 
pattern is indicative of a disordered surface. However, for Θ up to ~0.3 ML the LEED 
signal was still bright enough to recognize the 2x1 pattern, which means that at this 
stage the Si surface reconstruction is not affected by Ba deposition. This is confirmed 
with second harmonic generation measurements where it is found that at least for 
Θ < 1 ML the dimer bonds which induce the 2x1 reconstruction, do not open up. 2 3 
The organization of the remainder of this section is as follows: in Section 6.3.1 we 
present a general survey of the results of the photoemission experiments. To facilitate 
interpretation, the photoemission results are split into two parts. The first part is 
about peak- and background intensities, while the second part deals with observed 
core-level shifts. The latter is explained in terms of band bending and Schottky-barrier 
formation. In Section 6.3.2, the BIS results are presented. 
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Figure 6.2: XPS spectra of Si 2p and 
Ba 4d core levels from a clean Si(100) 
substrate (bottom curve) and from in­
creasing Ba coverages. The Ba layer 
thickness, Θ, is given in monolayers 
(ML). 
6.3.1. XPS and synchrotron PS (120 eV) 
In Fig. 6.2 typical results of the XPS measurements are presented, showing Si 2p- and 
Ba 4<i core levels. The bottom curve is taken from a clean Si(100)-2xl sample. Dis­
placed upward are the corresponding spectra obtained following sequential deposition 
of Ba at RT. The Ba layer thickness, Θ, is given in monolayers (ML). Data similar 
to that in Fig. 6.2 was also measured at the BESSY synchrotron with hv = 120 eV 
radiation in which case the electron mean free path is shorter.24 
Core-level intensities versus Ba layer thickness 
Upon evaporation the Ba 4^3/2,5/2 doublet becomes clearly visible, while on the other 
hand the Si 2p line loses its intensity. These core-level intensities as a function of Ba 
layer thickness are shown in Fig. 6.3 for the XPS measurements, and in Fig. 6.4 for the 
low-energy PS measurements. In Fig. 6.3 we have plotted the Si 2p core level intensities 
as boxes and the Ba 4^ 5/2 as dots. This figure is a result of several independent 
experiments of which one is indicated with open circles. The scatter of the points from 
different experiments is attributed to the irreproducibility in the evaporation rate. In 
order to obtain a ruling on the morphology of growth of the Ba overlayer, an exponential 
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MONOLAYERS OF Βα 
Figure 6.3: Si 2p (boxes) and Ba 4^ 5/2 (dots) XPS core level intensities versus 
Ba layer thickness. The data is accumulated in several independent experiments of 
which one is indicated with open circles. The curves are described in the text. 
curve is fitted through the Si data points, given by Is, = locaste' , where /„,^ι is 
the Si 2p core-level intensity of the clean substrate, D the Ba atomic diameter (4.5 A), 
and Aßo the electron mean free path in the Ba overlayer. For this curve, a value of 
20 Â for Aß,, was considered appropriate18,19'24 and used. The complementary curve 
for the Ba 4d5/2 intensity, i.e. Іца = ^оо,ва(1 - е~о /Хв°), with Ιοο,Βα the maximum 
intensity of the Ba 4^ 5/2 core level, is also shown. 
Although for a thorough study of growth modes AES measurements and more data 
points are desirable, the agreement between the exponential curve and the Si 2p data 
strongly suggests either a monolayer by monolayer mode, (often denoted as Frank-
van der Merwe [FM] growth) or a simultaneous multilayer (SM) mode. In the latter, 
layers are built up at random and the nth layer can start as soon as there is a certain 
fraction of the (n — l)th layer present. Using the overview presented by Argile and 
Rhead,25 all other modes, such as thick island growth, can be ruled out, mainly because 
the Si 2p core level intensity falls to zero. The Ba data, on the other hand, are not 
in agreement with FM or SM growth modes. For coverages lower than ~8 ML, the 
Ba 4^ 5/2 core level intensity does not increase exponentially but nearly linearly. This 
discrepancy is believed to have its origin in either the rising background intensity as 
the Ba coverage increases (see Fig. 6.2) or the forward scattering effects, discussed by 
Egelhoff26 which can lead to significant deviations from the Beer-Lambert law, even for 
electron energy analysers with a large acceptance angle. The high background is also 
found by others2 7"3 1 and is believed to be due to collective losses,28 described by the 
loss function 3m( —1/e), and to final-state effects, namely the lowering of unoccupied 
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Figure 6.4: Si 2p (boxes) and Ba 4d5/2 (dots) PS (hv = 120 eV) core-level in­
tensities versus Ba layer thickness. The data is accumulated in three independent 
experiments. The diamonds indicate that a second component in the Si 2p core 
level was observed at the low binding energy side. The curves are described in the 
text. 
Ba 5d states below Ep.30,31 A full explanation of the nature of these effects is beyond 
the scope of this chapter but the fact itself is important for further discussions.32 
The low-energy counterpart of Fig. 6.3 is given in Fig. 6.4. Note that the figures 
have a different scale on the x-axis. Again, the data is fitted with exponential curves 
as in case of XPS but with a different value of Ав0. Here a value of 1.2 A was taken. 
The kinetic energy of the emitted Si 2p photoelectrons is ~20 eV and therefore the 
electron mean free path has roughly its minimum value,17 but despite of this we think 
this value may be unrealisticly small or is at least surprising. Further, for Θ ~ 0.5 ML, 
the measured intensity of the Si 2p core levels is higher than the curve for λ = 1.2 Â. 
For these coverages, a second component at the low binding energy side was observed, 
these data points are indicated with diamonds. Here, the strong signal attenuation 
precluded the good statistics needed for a curve fitting analysis and thus it is not 
possible to give more information about this component. 
We think that to explain quantitatively the rather dramatic intensity fall of the 
Si 2p signal in the low-energy PS experiments, at least two physical effects must be 
considered: inelastic scattering and final state effects. The fact that inelastic scattering 
is more important here than in XPS follows from the observation that the background 
intensity at the low kinetic energy side of the Si 2p core level, or the secondary photo-
electron intensity, strongly increases upon evaporation of Ba. This was not, or hardly 
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the case in the XPS experiment where the background signal is dominated by the plas­
men losses from the Ba 4d core levels. Furthermore, we think that final state effects 
play an important role here. Although no chemical reaction takes place at this stage,33 
the formation of a Ba overlayer might affect the unoccupied Si DOS, such that the 
transition probability for the Si 2p electrons to unoccupied states is reduced. This 
effect would manifest itself as a reduction of the transition matrix element and thus as 
a reduction of the measured core-level intensity as observed in the low-energy PS ex­
periments. These final state effects are only important for low-energy photoelectrons34 
and are thus not observed in XPS. 
Thus, in summary, we conclude from Fig. 6.4 that Xg
a
 apparently is very short and 
that this observation needs more study. Nevertheless, the results strengthen our earlier 
conclusion that no island or suicide formation takes place at RT.3 3 
Core-level shifts versus Ba layer thickness 
Turning back again to Fig. 6.2, we consider the core-level shifts which appear upon 
evaporation: as the Ba thickness is increased, the Si 2p line shifts to higher binding 
energies while the Ba id doublet shifts in the opposite direction, i.e., to lower binding 
energies. The XPS binding energies of the Si 2p- and Ba 4(^/2 core levels are plotted as 
a function of Ba layer thickness in the upper and second panel respectively of Fig. 6.5. 
In addition, some typical values are listed in Table 6.2 In Fig. 6.5, different symbols 
are used, each indicating one series of measurements. From this figure the following 
observations can be made: 
1. The Si 2p and the Ba 4d XPS core levels, originating from different series of 
experiments, seem to have an unacceptable spread in their energy positions, which 
complicates an accurate determination of the peak shifts. However, their mutual 
energy separation Δ, drawn in the third panel, shows a much more uniform 
behaviour to which we will return in Section 6.4. 
2. As the Ba coverage increases, the Ba 4d5/2 core level shifts ~1.1 eV to lower 
binding energy. This shift is approximately linear and stops at θ « 2.5 ML. 
3. At low Ba coverages, the Si 2p core level shifts in the opposite direction and does 
not show a clear break at Θ « 2.5 ML but at lower coverages; the Si 2p core level 
shifts ~0.35 ± 0.05 eV to higher binding energy for Θ £ 1.0 ML. 
In the low-energy PS experiments, we found that the core level shifts are much less 
pronounced, and therefore only their energy separation Δ is shown in Fig. 6 6. Now 
Δ increases only ~0.4 eV and is mainly derived from the Ba Ad^^; the Si 2p core level 
hardly shifts. 
In the preceding chapter we have shown that no suicide formation occurs at the 
Ba/Si(100) interface at room temperature so this cannot be the reason of the observed 
shifts in the Si 2p and Ba 4d core levels Therefore, the origin of these shifts and their 
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different behaviour in XPS and low-energy PS needs other explanations, which for the 
case of Si 2p peak shifts is found in a band bending model as proposed by Mönch12 
and Niles et α/.14 and which is discussed in Section 6.4.1. In Section 6.4.2 we discuss 
the shifts of the Ba id core levels. 
6.3.2. B I S 
The results of the BIS experiments are presented in Fig. 6.7, starting at the bot tom 
with the spectrum of a clean Si(100)-2xl substrate, followed by representative spectra 
obtained after evaporation of Ba. The layer thickness Θ is given in ML. Unknown cross 
sections for unoccupied states and experimental conditions inherent to BIS experiments 
make an exact normalization impossible. The spectra are therefore normalized to 
constant height of either the peak close to Ε ρ, or in case of higher coverages to the 
plateau around 6 eV. 
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Si 2рз/2 (n-1 
Si 2рз/2 wrt. 
Ba 4d5/2 
Ba 4d S.O.S. 
Ba 4/ (BIS) 
type) 
E, 
B.E. [eV] 
99.50 
99.9 (+5 ML Ba) 
99.2 
98.74 
91.4 (0.1 ML) 
90.35 (5 ML) 
89.8 (bulk) 
90.3 (surface) 
2.65 
2.68 
-12.3 (0.5 ML) 
-11.8 (5 ML) 
Reference 
this workï 
this work 
22 
15 
this work 
this work 
29 
29 
this work 
29 
this work 
this work 
Table 6.2: Core level binding energies (B.E.) for Si and Ba. Where possible, a 
comparison with literature is made. S.O.S. stands for spin-orbit splitting. 
ïAll binding energies quoted here as "this work" are XPS binding energies, Ba 4/ 
excepted. 
The exact position of Ep in BIS spectra from semiconductors (or from insulators) 
is always problematic because of the low, or zero, density of states (DOS) at the Fermi 
level. Here we determined Ep for the clean Si spectrum by measuring Ep with XPS, 
and related BIS with XPS, using the data of Jackson and Allen.35 The same value of 
Ep is taken for the spectra of (Si + Ba). 
In agreement with Jackson and Allen,35 the BIS spectrum of clean Si (bottom curve) 
has a low spectral intensity near Ep. Since the Fermi level lies in the Si band gap, the 
observed intensity is ascribed to tailing from states located in the conduction band. 
The broad peak at ~4 eV is followed by a long plateau at the end of which the first 
part of the 17.3 eV bulk plasmon33 is just visible. The spectra of Si(100) with different 
coverages of Ba are displaced upwards. To demonstrate clearly the influence of the 
Ba overlayer, the first part of the spectrum of clean Si(100) is reproduced as a dashed 
line in each. With increasing Ba coverage several changes occur in the spectra. First 
a sharp peak is observed at ~12.3 eV which is assigned to the Ba 4 / levels. This peak 
shifts ~0.5 eV towards the Fermi level for Θ « 4 ML. A further increase of Θ does 
not induce further shifts. Secondly, there is an increase in intensity at Ep. As already 
stated above, the absolute weight of the Ba states is not known so we have to be careful 
with our interpretation as far as it concerns the intensity at Ep. However, from other 
experiments29 and from theory36 we know that these states have their origin in the 
Ba 5rf band, which starts at ~0.7 eV below Ep"29 and which yield a low DOS at Ep, 
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Figure 6.7: BIS spectra from 
a clean Si(100) substrate (bottom 
curve) and from increasing Ba cov­
erages. The Ba layer thickness, Θ, 
is given in monolayers (ML). To 
demonstrate clearly the influence of 
the Ba overlayer, the first part of the 
spectrum of clean Si(100) is repro­
duced as a dashed line in each. 
s to 
E-EF (eV) 
even for bulk Ba. This implies that, apart from (unknown) cross sectional effects, the 
spectral intensity at the Fermi level will always be low but is ascribed to Ba states and 
hence we may call these states MIGS because they are induced by the metal and occur 
in the gap. Whether these MIGS are important for the SB formation is discussed in 
the next section. 
6.4. Discussion 
6.4.1. Schottky-barrier formation 
In this section we will discuss our results in the light of the unified picture mentioned 
in Section 6.1. Because no suicide formation occurs at the Ba/Si(100) interface at 
RT,3 3 the observed shift of 0.35 eV of the Si 2p core level to higher binding energy (see 
Section 6.3.1) may be explained by a shift of the Fermi level position within the silicon 
band gap and hence by a lowering of the Schottky barrier, ф$в, by just this amount: 
ΔφβΒ,εζρ = —0.35 eV. On the other hand, using Equation (6.1) with the values of 
Table 6.1, we find фзв = 0.39 eV. If we assume the charge neutrality level {ECNL) t o 
be the initial value of Ep, i.e., 0.76 eV below conduction band minimum, then this 
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means that фзв is lowered by 0.76 - 0.39 = 0.37 eV: AésBjh = - 0.37 eV. (With the 
subscript th for theory, although it is actually just a model.) The agreement of this 
value with the measured one. Афзв.ехр = —0.35 eV, is remarkably good, especially 
if we realize that the difference between the Si electron affinity, χ, and the metal 
work function, ψ, is quite large, i.e., ~2.2 eV. From the agreement between measured 
and calculated changes in the Фзв, and from the observation of MIGS reported in 
the previous section, we conclude that Equation 6.1 gives a correct description of the 
Schottky-barrier formation at this system. This implies that the effect of Fermi level 
pinning by defect states and MIGS, indeed must be corrected by a Schottky-like term. 
The relative importance of the correction term is given in Equation 6.1 by the pinning 
strength parameter S, and Mönch found a value of 0.17,12 also valid for low work 
function materials such as Cs and Ca. As we have shown above, our results are fully 
compatible with these numbers. 
We must note, however, that for a full evaluation of our results in the light of 
Equation 6.1, band structure calculations would be very helpful. By comparing the 
measured energies of the MIGS with calculated ones, we could establish if the MIGS are 
indeed important in determining the Schottky-barrier height. This kind of calculations 
is, unfortunately, still at its infancy and LDA calculations underestimate semiconductor 
band gaps by a factor of two, due to self-energy effects.37"39 
In Section 6.3.1 we also reported strong deviations in measured peak positions of 
the Si 2p- and the Ba id core levels. These deviations do not affect our conclusions 
because the relative energy separation between the Si and Ba core levels, Δ, is much 
more uniform. A possible explanation for the scattering of data points, however, can be 
found in different Fermi-level pinning positions and the relative importance of the defect 
states. We believe that this pinning is sensitive to the cleaning procedure because of its 
influence on doping concentration (by annealing and by Ar+ bombardment), especially 
in the surface region. It was found by others1 2 that defect states become important 
at a density of ^ ІО 1 3 defect states per cm2. If the experimental conditions during 
sample preparation can be controlled such as to keep the defect density below this 
value then the barrier height is determined by tailing of the metal wave functions into 
the virtual gap states of the silicon band structure, and the situation is as described 
at the beginning of this section. 
One aspect of our data, however, cannot be explained on the basis of the models 
outlined above; this concerns the absence of the Si 2p core-level shift in the low-energy 
PS data. As discussed in Section 6.3.1, PS at these energies is much more surface 
sensitive than XPS so band bending effects should be more pronounced in PS. (See 
Table 6.1 for values of λ in Si and in Ba). At this stage we do not have a satisfactory 
explanation for this problem.40 
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Figure 6.8: Schematic core-level 
shifts of Ba 4d and Ba 4/ peaks 
as a function of Ba coverage. The 
solid lines are the measured core-level 
shifts. The dashed lines represent the 
shifts induced by work function re­
duction while the dash-dotted lines 
represent the screening effects. 
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6.4.2. Ba core level positions 
The last point to be discussed concerns the observed shifts in the Ba 4d and Ba 4/ 
peaks. To facilitate the discussion we reproduced these peak shifts schematically with 
solid lines in Fig. 6.8. (The shift of 0.5 eV in the Ba 4/ peak, reported in Section 6.3.2, 
is omitted in this presentation because it is at the limit of reproducibility and spectral 
resolution and would thus lead to a too speculative discussion.) We believe that the 
observed shifts are the result of two different effects which are indicated in Fig. 6.8 with 
dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectively. The first effect is related to the reduction of 
the silicon work function and is indicated with dashed lines. It was found by others2 3 
that the silicon work function shows strong variations as a function of the Ba layer 
thickness, as is shown in Fig. 6.9. These results show that at low Ba coverages (Θ < 
1 ML), the reduction of the work function is approximately linear and most pronounced. 
Upon further evaporation the work function decreases more gradually and shows a 
minimum at ~2.5 ML of Ba. This has its influence on the Ba core levels in the 
following way. Upon evaporation of the first ML, Ba donates at least some of its 
valence electrons to the empty Si surface states (right hand side of Fig. 6.1) and thus 
lowers the Schottky barrier to the value described earlier in the previous section. The 
effect of further Ba deposition will be that the Ba valence electrons can be distributed 
throughout the whole Ba layer which results in a "decreasing ionization" of Ba atoms 
and hence will be observed as a shift of the core levels to lower binding energies. 
Simultaneously, the work function slightly decreases to its minimum value of ~2.1 eV. 
At a certain coverage saturation occurs and no further core-level shifts are observed. 
This process yields the same effect on the core-level positions for XPS ¿is for BIS 
and is represented by the dashed line in Fig. 6.8. Of considerable interest is that the 
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Figure 6.9: Variation of the Si work 
function during deposition of Ba on a 
Si(100) surface at room temperature. 
This figure is taken from Ref. 23. 
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electronic structure appears to change in a gradual manner, a small increase of coverage 
produces a small decrease in the Ba core level binding energy. This is also observed for 
alkali adsorption systems [44, and references therein], although in these systems the 
work function reduction and core-level shifts stop at ~0.5 ML adsórbate, while for the 
system studied here it appears to be at ~2.5 ML. 
The second effect (dash-dotted line in Fig. 6.8) finds its origin in screening processes 
and yields different results for XPS and BIS. To start with the former, we look at the 
final state of the system after a Ba 4d core electron is excited by the Al Ka radiation. 
The core hole which is left behind by the photoelectron can be screened by the Ba 
valence electrons, resulting in a lower energy of the final state of the system and hence 
in a higher kinetic energy of the Ba id photoelectron. This screening will be more 
effective as the Ba overlayer is thicker, but only until metallization occurs. If it was 
assumed that metallization occurs at θ « 2.5 ML, i.e., the coverage where the Ba 
4CÍ5/2 does not shift any further, then a gradually increasing effectivity of the screening 
process would cause a shift of this core level to higher kinetic energies until Θ « 2.5 ML. 
For BIS the situation is slightly different because here we have to deal with a (n + 1) 
electron system. Again, relaxation of the system is more effective as the Ba overlayer is 
thicker and results in a lower "binding energy" of the Ba if level as indicated with the 
dash-dotted line in Fig. 6.8. At the point of metallization of the overlayer, saturation 
occurs and no further shift will be induced. We must note, however, that metallization 
at Θ Ä 2.5 ML is somewhat peculiar and would be expected at ~1 ML. This clearly 
requires further investigation. 
The sum of both effects described above, results in the peak shifts which are 
schematically shown with solid lines in Fig. 6.8. The total shift for the Ba if lines is 
only small (0.5 eV) because of the cancellation of both effects while on the other hand 
the Ba id core-level shift is appreciable due to the same sign of both effects in the case 
of XPS. Finally, the ultimate energy position of the Ba id core level, measured on a 
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thick overlayer, tends towards the value measured on bulk material (see Table 6.2). 
However, the same peak shifts should be observed in the low-energy PS experiments, 
which is clearly not the case.40 
6.5. Conclusions 
In this chapter we have presented XPS, BIS, synchrotron PS and LEED measurements 
on the Ba/Si(100) interface. We have shown in Chapter 5 that at RT no suicide 
formation occurs and here that the growth mode of Ba on the Si(100) substrate is 
either a Frank-van der Merwe (FM) mode, or a simultaneous multilayer (SM) mode. 
On basis of the present results, it is not possible to distinguish between FM or SM 
mode of growth. Besides, the difference between both modes is quite small and is not 
relevant here. 
Upon evaporation of Ba, a lowering of the Schottky barrier of 0.35 eV has been 
measured. With this result we have shown that the Schottky-barrier model of Mönch12 
is also valid for a low work function material such as barium. In this model meted 
induced gap states play an important role and indeed we find an increasing spectral 
intensity near EF upon Ba deposition which is indicative for the presence of MIGS. 
Finally, we report Ba 4d core levels to shift to lower binding energies as the Ba 
coverage increases. At low coverages, the adsórbate can be regarded as an array of 
ions, whereas at higher coverages its behaviour is that of a metal. This is explained 
by a decreasing degree of ionisation of the Ba atoms and simultaneously increasing 
effectivity of the relaxation processes. The opposite action of these two processes in 
case of BIS results in a fixed energy position of the Ba Af levels above the Fermi level. 
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A. HIGH-ENERGY SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES OF 
HIGH-TC SUPERCONDUCTORS 
A.l. Introduction 
The discovery of superconductivity at elevated temperatures in La2-
a
;BaICu04,
1
 and 
later, the announcement of superconductivity above liquid nitrogen temperature,2 ac­
tivated almost overnight a new field for spectroscopists — the study of the electronic 
structure of high temperature superconductors. There have now been a large number of 
publications on studies of these materials using high energy spectroscopies with varying 
success. The new superconductors are a tough challenge for spectroscopists because of 
the complex chemical composition of the samples, that include at least four different 
elements. Also the surface integrity and many body effects complicate the interpreta­
tion of the data. Further, almost all theories of high T
c
 superconductors have strongly 
correlated electrons and precisely this makes the interpretaion of the spectra even more 
difficult. However, the application of a large variety of spectroscopic techniques makes 
it possible, to some extent, to probe the electron correlation and to distinguish from 
each other the spectral contribution of different elements. 
In this Appendix I present an overview of some of the work done in our group 
in collaboration with others in the early days of the high-T
c
 superconductors. For 
extensive reviews I refer to Refs. 3 6. In section A.2 we discuss the use of the О Is 
XPS spectra as a probe for surface conditions of the samples under study. Next, the 
electronic structure of La2_ISrJ.Cu04 for χ = 0 and χ = 0.15 is discussed in section A.3. 
We show that the density of states (DOS) at EF in pure LajCuC^ is low and, most 
important, that the replacement of La by Sr leads to defect states near Ep with at 
least some О 2p and Cu 3d character and thus to an increase in the DOS near Ep-
In section A.4, we considered the x-ray photoemission, inverse photoemission, and 
Cu L3VV Auger spectra of the high-Tc superconductors. We showed that the on-site 
correlation energies of the Cu 3d electrons are large and that the energy of the Cu 
ds configurations is clearly too high for d8 configurations to play a significant role in 
the ground state. An XAS study of the О 2p hole in ВагСизОг is presented in 
section A.5. In the О Is absorption edge a pre-edge peak is observed for all samples 
with χ > 6.4. This peak is designated to holes in the О 2p band and its χ dependence 
is determined. 
Sections A.2, A.3, and A.5 are brief summaries of references 7,8, and 9, respectively. 
Section A.4 is published as Ref. 10. 
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A.2. Sample conditions 
Many of the prominent high-energy spectroscopies (XPS, BIS, AES, synchrotron PS) 
are surface sensative, and because of the nature of these materials it is difficult to 
prepare surfaces of known composition. This situation is improved now non-porous or 
even single-crystal samples are available. In our opinion the 0 Is signed is one of the 
most important monitors of the surface condition. Unscraped samples show a large 0 
Is signal at ~532 eV which may be attributed to hydroxide (they also show a large С 
Is XPS signal). When we scrape a fairly compact sample of ЬагСиС^ or La2_iSrICu04 
that has been kept away from all moisture, we find that through scraping (with, we 
think, consequent fracture of most grains contributing to the XPS signal) a single 0 
Is peak at 528.5 eV is observed. If the freshly scraped samples are left in vacuum 
a shoulder grows in the XPS peak at ~531 eV (Fig. A.l). This could be attributed 
to some form of hydroxide formed by diffusion of small amounts of hydrogen from 
the bulk, or to the effect of oxygen vacancies in the lattice, or to unknown effects. We 
therefore believe that the absence of the peak at ~531 eV is a good indication of proper 
surface conditions of the samples under study. 
A.3. Electronic structure of La2-iSrICu04 
The XPS and BIS valence band spectra of pure ЬагСиС^ and Ьаі.ввЗго.іаСиС^ are 
given in Fig. A.2. The XPS peak centered at 3.5 eV below EF is mainly due to Cu 
3d-like states. The experimental contribution to the broadening is ~1 eV, but we can 
state that the top of these bands is found to be ~1 eV below EF. Close to Ep, we find 
a rather low spectral intensity, in agreement with the prediction that the density of 
states (DOS) near EF is due to a wide Cu 3d(x2 - y2)-02p(x, y) band.11 By analogy 
with other studies12 we may assign the strong BIS peaks at 9.1 eV above EF to the 
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Figure A.2: XPS and BIS spec­
tra of La2-ISrICu04 for χ = 0 
and χ = 0.15, showing the den­
sity of occupied and unoccupied 
states, respectively. 
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La if states, indicating that these states are not relevant to the superconductivity of 
these materials. Also, in BIS we find a rather low spectral intensity near Ep-
The Си 2рз/2 XPS peak shapes are of particular interest. The spectra of the 
La2-ISrICu04 compounds exhibit a main peak at ~933.2 eV attributed to transitions 
to 2p3dwL-liie final states (2p·. core hole in the 2p state; L: hole in the ligand state), 
and a strong group of satellites centered at 941 eV which are attributed to a multiplet 
of 2p3rf9-like final states.1 3 The presence of both features indicates that although the 
ground state of the Cu ions has a nominally 3d9 configuration there is considerable 
3d10 weight in the final state spectrum due to a charge transfer from the ligands to the 
Cu ion. Note that the ratio of the integrated intensities of the satellite and main peak 
in the compounds is ~10% less than that in CuO, but is much greater than that found 
for СизО, which formally is Cu 3d10 and shows no measurable Cu 2p3d9 satellite peaks 
at all. We have not observed any contributions of Cu 3 + ions which should show up in 
a second satellite group at higher binding energies and possibly by a shift of the main 
peak to higher binding energies. However, we would like to stress that when strong 
satellites are present it is not possible to determine the chemical valence from the shift 
of any one feature. The EELS spectra of the Cu 2рз/2 edges (not shown here) also do 
not give any indication of Cu 3 4 being present in these materials. The valence of the 
copper ions is discussed further in section A.4. 
The О li edges of these materials, measured by EELS and presented in Fig. A.3, 
show a low intensity at the threshold value of 528.5 eV given by XPS peaks, followed 
by strong peaks starting at ~3 eV above threshold. This low intensity is derived from 
a mixing of О 2p and La 5d states. Upon doping of La2Cu04 by Sr, two changes occur. 
The first is a change in position and weight of the strongest peak at ~7.5 eV above 
threshold. The second change is the growth of spectral weight within 2 eV of threshold, 
and it is here that we see the importance of the determination of the threshold by XPS 
measurements because a peak grows just at threshold. It has been our experience with 
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Figure Α.3: Ο Is EELS absorption 
edges in a narrow energy range around 
threshold for CuO and La2_
a
.Sr
a
.Cu04 
with i = 0, 0.075, 0.15, and 0.25. The 
binding energy of the О Is level for χ = 
0 and χ — 0.15, as determined by XPS, 
is shown by the broken line. In the frame 
of an interpretation of these spectra by 
the unoccupied DOS, this line would cor­
respond to the Fermi energy. 
ENERGY (eV) 
other materials that the Is absorption edges of the light elements (Ζ ~ 10) do not show 
core exciton effects and that the measured absorption edges are close to the theoretical 
calculations of the total DOS.1 4 Therefore, we interpret these results as evidence that 
the density of states near EF in La-jCuC^ is very low, and that it is probably related 
to a smeared-out gap or region of very low DOS of ~2 eV wide. With increasing Sr 
content the gap is not closed by shifting states near the edge of the gap to the Fermi 
energy as would be expected for a closing of a Peierls gap. Rather this result should 
be explained by filling the gap with defect states, the intensity of wich is proportional 
to the Sr concentration. 
A.4. Valence bands and electron correlation* 
La2_ISr;i.Cu04-„ and ЛВагСизОу ν (R = Y and all rare-earth elements except Ce, Pr, 
and Tb) are superconducting at high temperatures.1,2 While at the present time there 
is little, if any, evidence here incompatible with the BCS mechanism15 for superconduc­
tivity there is no consensus on precisely why the materials exceed the limit previously 
set by the McMillan16 equations. The M electrons in late transition-metal and Си 
compounds are known to show strong correlation effects [17, and references therein], in 
contrast to most high-T
c
 superconductors.18 Briefly, our knowledge of the 3d electrons 
indicates that the on-site correlation energies are large, i.e., the energy U of charge 
fluctuations, 2dn —* dn+1 + d" - 1 , is comparable to, or larger than, the 3d bandwidth 
'This section has been published in Phys. Rev В 37, 123, (1988) 
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Figure Α.4: Experimental and calculated XPS and BIS spectra at 1486.7 eV for 
ЕагСиО«. 
As a consequence of this large correlation energy, band gaps may open up and the 
activation energy for intrinsic conduction may be dominated by the energy for hopping 
between d states on different atoms or the large charge-transfer energy, Δ, for metal 
d —>ligand or ligand—»metal d hopping, or mixtures thereof if the mixing of metal d and 
ligand orbitale is large.17,19 As a consequence of the large [/, much theoretical effort has 
been expended on a search for descriptions which satisfy the London criteria20 for the 
ground state of a superconductor, but which take into account the strong correlation 
effects.21"26 Our purpose in this paper is to give an account of experimental evidence 
from high-energy spectroscopies on the size of the effective Coulomb correlation of 
the Си Soi electrons in the high-T
c
 superconductors. All the reported photoemission 
spectroscopy (PS) and bremsstrahlung isochromat spectroscopy (BIS) of the high-T
c 
materials8 , 2 7"3 1 indicate that ЬагСиС^, La2-
a
;SrICu04_y, and ВагСизОу-,,, have a 
broad peak in the photoemission centerd at about 4 eV which is 4-6 eV wide. All 
studies of these materials indicate low or nonexistent PS and BIS intensity at and near 
E?. This is consistent with the optical data indicating semiconductorlike behaviour 
and a gap of about 2 eV at EF in ЬагСиС^ and perhaps less in ВагСизОв·
32
 The 
BIS spectra are dominated by the 4/ states of La at ~9 eV and Ba at ~15 eV in these 
materials, but small peaks and shoulders are found at lower energy. For La2- ISr ICu04 
the first shoulder is at ~2 eV. Our own data for La2Cu04 are presented in Fig. A.4 
to illustrate some of these effects. At first sight the photoemission and inverse pho­
toemission seem to reflect the published density-of-states data (see, e.g., Ref. 11) but 
on closer examination there are several problems. First, the resonance photoemission 
shows strong satellites due to transitions to Си d8 states at ~9 and 12 eV. Secondly, 
as noted by Fujimori, Takayama-Muromachi, Uchida, and Okai,28 the photoemission 
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spectra at most energies should be dominated by the Cu 3d states and this should lead 
to peaking of the spectra at ~2 eV below Ep, instead of ~4 eV as found. Finally, the 
photoemission and inverse photoemission at Ep is always very weak. 
In contrast to earlier comparisons of x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and 
BIS data of high-T
c
 materials the calculated spectra of Fig. A.4 is a density-of-states 
curve weighted not only by the atomic cross sections,28 but also by matrix elements 
which include the influence of the solid state 3 3 because the same potentials are used 
for the band structure and the matrix elements (4/ states are not computed). The 
calculated XPS peak is much too narrow and far too close to EF. The oxygen and 
rare-earth states which dominate the local density of states (DOS) more than ~3 eV 
below Ep contribute only weakly to the spectra. Further the calculation produces 
intensity at EF in both XPS and BIS which would certainly have been detected if the 
calculation had included all the relevant physics. 
The principle effect causing the difference between theory and experiment is use 
of the independent-particle approximation and the electron-electron correlation energy 
for the 3d states, just as found in transition-metal compounds.1 7 , 1 9 The discrepancies 
illustrated in Fig. A.4 are similar to those we find for УВазСизОу-у and together with 
the optical data indicate a 3d-3d correlation energy U
e
ff(d-d) of at least several eV. 
Having found these effects of U in comparisons of XPS and BIS data with inde­
pendent particle theory we turn to Auger spectroscopy and resonant photoemission 
satellites, because for other systems these have given a quantitative measure of U 
using the Cini-Sawatzky methodology.34 To understand the spectroscopic data it is 
desirable to first consider a simple model for the neutral, singly and doubly ionized 
divalent Си systems,35 such as СиСЬ, CuO, ЬагСиС^ or Ва2СизО
в
5. This is a clus­
ter model which is a reasonable zeroth-order approximation for systems in which U 
is expected to be large and bandwidths, both Си d and O sp are either neglected, 
or considered as unimportant. The basic physics of this model is retained for finite 
bandwidths, as long as U is larger than the band dispersions.17 Neutral copper atoms 
have the configuration 3d1 04s1 and oxygen is 2(sp)6. Consider first a neutral CuO 
molecule where the important basis states are Си 3d9As0 О 2(sp)s and Cu 3d1 04s0 О 
2(sp)7. The energy separation of these two states, 3d9 and 3d10L, is the ligand-metal 
transfer, Δ (see Fig. A.5). As indicated in Fig. A.5 the two neutral states mix and 
"bonding-antibonding" states are thereby produced. Estimates of the relative weights 
of the d9 and d10 wave functions in the ground state from core-level spectra35 exist 
for chemically divalent Си compounds and comparison with published XPS and Си 
Ζ/3 x-ray absorbtion spectra for Ьа2_
І
5г
а
.Си04 and УВагСизО;-^ (Refs. 27 and 28) 
suggests the 3d count is roughly about 9.3 ± 0.2 per atom for the latter; the precise 
value is not important here. In the solid the Zd10L form a band whose width is that of 
the О 2p band. 
Photoemission of a single electron from these systems leads us to consider the singly 
ionized (2-hole) basis states 3d 1 0L 2, SÌPL, and 3d8. The separation of 3d10L2 and 3d9L 
states will be similar to that in the neutral state and they will mix, and again in the 
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Figure A.5: Schematic energy-level diagram for divalent Cu compounds. The 
bandwidths are indicated only schematically and only for some configurations. 
solid should be broadened into bands. The position of 3d8 states is determined mainly 
by U, which for Ni and Cu oxides is of the order of 6 eV.19,35,3e 
In Auger spectroscopy the final states are doubly ionized, i.e., they are three-holes 
states for these systems. The relevant basis states are 3d?L2, 3d8L, and 3d7. The latter 
is at energy ~ 3Í/ — Δ above the ground state, which is so high as not to concern 
to us, and d10L3 does not directly couple with d8L via a one-electron hopping matrix 
element. The За9/,2 state is expected ~ E(L) above the 3d?L and the 3d8L is ~ E(L) 
above the 3d8 states as shown in Fig. A.5. The mixing between d8Z, and ePl? states is 
large because the transfer integral is large (~ 1.85 eV, see Ref. 11). The holes in the 
ligand band may lead to some width of spectral features associated with these states. 
Note that the precise energies of the basis states indicated in Fig. A.5 are not physi­
cal observables. The states formed by mixing are observables and their energies can be 
determined by photoemission and Auger spectroscopy if the models are appropriate. 
The models have been shown to be applicable for a number of Ni and Cu compounds 
(see, e.g., Refs. 17,18, and 34-37). The energies of the one-hole states are normally 
referred to as the binding energies [Еь) in photoemission (i.e., Еь — hu — Εκ, where 
Εκ is the electron kinetic energy). The energies of the two-hole final states of the Cu 
L3VV process are given by: 
£(2-1іо1е) = E[La) - Εκ, 
where E[L3) is the L3 (or 2^3/2) binding energy derived from XPS. The intensities 
in the various spectral features are beyond the scope of this publication35 but the 
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energy of the main "3d8" state is found in resonance photoemission to be at ~12 eV 
in YBajCusO^,, and Laj-sSr^CuC^ (Refs. 29-31). 
The 3d8L states dominate the L^VV Auger spectra of Cu compounds illustrated 
in Fig. A.6 and Table A.l. For the oxides the Auger peaks are broader than for Cu 
metal, probably as a result of the continuum of holes in the L band and crystal-field 
effects. However, they are still much narrower than peaks due to d7 final states which 
have a much broader envelope due to multiplet splittings.38,39 The energies of the d8L 
final states from Auger and the main d8-like states from resonant photoemission are 
tabulated in Table A.l. In contrast to Cu metal, the Auger derived "d8L" energies 
for Cu oxides are ~3 eV higher than the resonant photoemission satellite energies 
because of the energy associated with L. Both resonant PS and Auger spectra of 
the superconducting oxides show the d8 configurations to lie far too high to play a 
significant role in the ground state. This is also true for chemically trivalent Cu in 
NaCuC^. This is in agreement with XPS data for these materials8 and clearly shows 
that the presence of chemically trivalent Cu does not indicate the presence of Cu 3 + , 
3d8 ions. Determination of the precise values of U and Δ from spectroscopic data is 
not possible without detailed calculations40 but it is clear from the Auger data that 
U > Δ and not less than 4 5 eV for the Cu 3d states. Analysis of the oxygen levels 
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Material 
Cu 
C u 2 0 
CuO 
LaíCuOí 
Laj eSro гСиО^ 
УВа2Сиз07 
^(d 8 ) 
(resonant PS) 
14.6 
15.3 
12.9 
-12 (Ref. 31) 
~12 (Ref. 31) 
£(d eL) 
(Auger) 
13.9 
14.8 
15.2 
14.8 
14.8 
14.6 
Table A.l: Energies of Cu ds, d8L, and d9!,2 states. 
with similar methods is more complicated because the transfer integrals involved are 
larger. We suspect that the states near Ep in La2-ISrICu04 and УВазСизОу-у have 
a strong oxygen character. 
A.5. XAS study of the О 2p holes in ВазСизО^ 
One of the questions left over after the former section is whether the states near EF 
have О 2p (ligand hole) or Cu 3d character. The most direct probe of the local О 2p 
unoccupied density of states is О Is x-ray spectroscopy (XAS). This section is a brief 
summary of a paper9 in which a detailed XAS study of the О Is edge for УВагСизО^ 
with χ between 6.26 and 6.98 is presented. For these values of x, T,. ranges from 90 to 
0 К with antiferromagnetic order.41 
In Fig. A.7 we present the spectra of samples with various values of x. For χ > 6.40 
a pre-edge peak is observed at 528.5 eV which grows in intensity as x approches 7. 
Increase of χ introduces unbalance of charge and the hole concentration in ВагСизОх 
as a function of χ can be calculated from: 
3 + (Ва 2 + ) 2 (Си 2 + ) 3 (0 2 -) х (/ 1 -) 2 ( і _ в 5) , 
where h designates a hole. For χ = 6.5 УВагСизО^ is neutral. The height of the 
pre-edge peak at 528.5 eV in Fig. A.7 is increasing approximately linear as a function 
of x. This demonstrates that the holes in YBa,2Cu30x are induced primarily in the О 
2p band. However, by comparison of О Is data of Li^Ni!- ¡,0 data it turns out that the 
hole count in УВагСизО* goes to zero for χ = 6.3 instead of χ = 6.5. This can be made 
possible by adjusting the [Cu2+]/[Cu1+] ratio. Further, it gives better agreement with 
the thermodynamic data 4 2 , 4 3 and is consistent with the presence of a phase transition44 
and the disappearence of superconductivity at χ = 6.35.41 
In conclusion, we have shown that the charge compensation in УВа2СизО
І
 for 
6.26 < χ < 6.98 occurs via holes in the О 2p band for large χ and probably via 
electrons in Си 3d states (d1 0) for low x. 
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Figure A.7: Oxygen absorption edges of УВагСизО» samples after scraping. A 
constant background was subtracted. Data were scaled by the integral between 530 
end 548 eV. 
A.6. Concluding remarks 
In this appendix I gave an overview of high-energy spectroscopic studies of high-T
c 
superconductors, performed in the early days of these materials. Regarding the sample 
conditions, we found that the О Is XPS spectra can be used to characterise "good" 
surfaces. For good surfaces, a single broad peak with a fairly low binding energy of 
528.0-528.5 eV, depending on the material, is observed. This statement is already 
widely accepted [6, and references therein]. 
In the La2-
a
;Sr
a
,Cu04 superconductor we found near Ef for χ = 0 a smeared out 
gap or a region of very low density of states of ~2 eV wide. In this gap defect states 
appear if La is replaced by Sr. The intensity of these DOS is proportional to x. 
From XPS, BIS and Cu L3VV Auger spectra it is concluded that the on-site cor­
relation energies of the Си 3d electrons in these materials are large. Further, we found 
that the energy of the Cu d8 configurations is too high for the ds configurations to 
play a significant role in the ground state, and also in more recent studies, no evidence 
is found from Си 2p XPS for a large weight of the d8 configurations. Nevertheless it 
is possible that a small amount of one of the d8 configurations is mixed in with the 
ground state. This d8 configuration may actually determine the character of the ground 
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state. 4 5 · 4 8 
In Section A.5 we showed with XAS data of the 0 Is edge of УВагСизО* that 
holes in the О 2p band are responsible for the charge compensation for large values of 
x. 
Up to now, the agreement between photoemission and calculations is rather poor, 
especially for higher binding energies. Since our work was completed, single crystals 
became available and high resolution photoemission became possible47,48 but still there 
is rather poor agreement between DOS and experiment at large binding energies. The 
agreement at low binding energies, on the other hand, is much better. The bands 
which cross over at Ep have been traced in many cases and they do cross Ep at the 
position predicted even though the dispersions are a factor 4-5 to low. Concluding 
we can say that the DOS calculations are not satisfactory but certainly not irrelevant 
as a starting point for the interpretation of the electronic structure of these materials. 
Equally clearly, one must take into account strong electron-electron correlation. There 
are many studies of high T
c
 materials with many new dimensions of new research, but 
much effort in this area is still needed for a full understanding of the mechanisms which 
determine their superconductivity. 
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SUMMARY 
In modern electronic and device technology, metal-silicon junctions are frequently used 
in very-large-scale integrated circuits, and much effort has been put into research in 
order to achieve a better understanding of the fundamental principles and to control 
the electronic properties of these junctions. 
The electronic structure of alloys of silicon and various transition metals (TM) 
have been studied by means of high-energy spectroscopic techniques such as XPS, BIS, 
AES. XES, XAS, and synchrotron PS. The use of these techniques in combination of 
electronic structure calculations, yielded a detailed picture of both the occupied and 
unoccupied density of states (DOS). The TM d/Si sp interaction has been mapped out 
and some refignments in the standard bonding scheme are made. It is found that the 
main TM d band is broadened into regions which are bonding and antibonding with 
respect to metal-silicon interaction, with in between a region which is nonbonding, also 
with respect to metal-silicon interaction. This region, however, can also be divided into 
bonding and antibonding regions, but now with respect to metal-metal interaction. 
The bonding interaction between TM and Si is described in terms of a distortion of 
the Si sp band by the TM d states, i.e., the nonbonding (with respect to the metal-
silicon interaction) TM d states are located in the quasi gap of the Si sp band. The 
Si configuration is found to be approximately s1 6p2 4 . The latter conclusion is based 
on DOS calculations but XES results, presented in Chapter 3, give strong evidence for 
these statements. The site- and symmetry selectivity of this technique, namely, makes 
it possible to measure directly the Si s, -p, and even -d states. The occupation number 
of the TM d band has a great influence on the binding energies of the Si s, p, and d 
states. 
In two spectroscopic techniques used, namely AES and XAS, the induced core-hole 
potential has a great impact on the DOS distribution in the valence- and conduction 
bands, respectively, of the suicides studied here. The core-hole effects are successfully 
described by ab initio supercell calculations, in which a core vacancy in the excited state 
is explicitly included, and by a Clogston-Wolff impurity model. From the model, which 
only needs ground state DOS as input, reasonable values of the core-hole potentials in 
the order of 3-4 eV, are found. 
The second part of this thesis is devoted to a particular case study of metal-silicon 
interfaces, namely the Ba/Si(100)-2xl interface. In Chapter 5 we have shown that at 
this interface no suicide formation occurs at room temperature, but after annealing 
the substrate at ~550 K. This information is relevant and used for further study of 
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Schottky-barrier (SB) formation. A brief summary of Schottky-barrier models is pre-
sented, starting with the early work of Schottky. Various models have been presented 
since and are converging to what is called "the unified picture" of Schottky-barrier 
formation. We have shown that this model is also valid for low work function materials 
such as barium. In this model, metal induced gap states (MIGS) play an important 
role and indeed we find with BIS an increase in the spectral intensity near Ep upon 
Ba deposition, which is indicative for the presence of MIGS. 
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In de hedendaagse electrónica en device technologie wordt veelvuldig gebruik gemaakt 
van metaal-silicium overgangen. Grote inspanningen worden nog steeds geleverd om 
een beter inzicht te verkrijgen in de fundamentele eigenschappen en principes en om 
het electronische gedrag van deze overgangen beter te kunnen beheersen. 
De electronische structuur van een groot aantal legeringen van silicium met over-
gangs metalen (transition metals, TM), zijn onderzocht door gebruik te maken van 
hoge energie spectroscopiën, zoals XPS, BIS, AES, XES, XAS en synchrotron PS. Het 
gebruik van deze technieken, in combinatie met berekeningen van electronische struc-
turen, heeft een gedetaileerd beeld opgeleverd van zowel de bezette als de onbezette 
toestandsdichtheid. De TM d/Si sp wisselwerking is in kaart gebracht en tevens zijn 
er enkele wijzigingen aangebracht in het reeds bestaande standaard schema voor che-
mische binding. Het is gebleken dat de TM d band is verbreed in gebieden die bindend 
en antibindend zijn met betrekking tot de metaal-silicium wisselwerking, met daar 
tussenin een gebied dat nietbindend is, eveneens met betrekking tot metaal-silicium 
wisselwerking. Dit laatste gebied echter, kan ook nog verdeeld worden in bindende 
en antibindende gebieden, maar dan met betrekking tot metaal-metaal wisselwerking. 
De bindingswisselwerking tussen TM en Si is beschreven in termen van een versto-
ring van de Si sp band door de TM d toestanden. De niet bindende (met betrekking 
tot metaal-silicium wisselwerking) TM d toestanden liggen in de quasi gap van de Si 
sp band. Verder hebben we laten zien dat de Si configuratie bij benadering s1 6p2 4 
is. Deze laatste conclusie is gebaseerd op DOS berekeningen maar de XES resultaten 
die gepresenteerd zijn in hoofdstuk 3, leveren sterk bewijs voor deze beweringen. De 
plaats- en symmetrie gevoeligheid van deze techniek maakt het namelijk mogelijk om 
Si s, -p en zelfs -d toestanden direct te meten. Het bezettingsgetal van de TM d band 
heeft een grote invloed op de bindingsenergiën van de Si toestanden. 
In twee gebruikte spectroscopische technieken, te weten AES en XAS, heeft de 
geïnduceerde rompgat potentiaal een sterke uitwerking op de toestandsdichtheid ver-
deling van de suiciden die hier onderzocht zijn. De rompgat effecten zijn succesvol 
beschreven met behulp van ab initio supercel berekeningen, waarin het rompgat in 
de geëxciteerde toestand expliciet meegenomen is, alsmede met een Clogston-Wolff 
onzuiverheidsmodel, welke slechts grondtoestands berekeningen als input nodig heeft. 
Met dit model zijn redelijke rompgat-potcntialen gevonden die in de orde van 3 tot 4 
eV blijken te liggen. 
Het tweede deel van dit proefschrift is gewijd aan een speciaal geval van metaal-
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silicium grensvlakken, namelijk het Ba/Si(100)-2xl grensvlak. In hoofdstuk 5 hebben 
we laten zien dat er geen suicide vorming plaatsvindt bij kamertemperatuur, maar 
alleen nadat het substraat verhit is tot ongeveer 550 K. Deze informatie is relevant 
en is gebruikt bij verdere studies van Schottky-barriëre (SB) vorming. We hebben 
een beknopt overzicht van enkele modellen inzake Schottky-bariëre vorming gegeven, 
beginnend met het vroege werk van Schottky zelf. Sindsdien zijn er vele modellen 
gepresenteerd en de laatste jaren tenderen dezen naar wat nu het zogenaamde "verenigd 
beeld" van Schottky barriere vorming heet. In ons werk hebben we laten zien dat dit 
model ook geldig is voor metalen met een lage uittreepotentiaal, zoals b.v. barium. 
In dit model spelen metaal-geïnduceerde-gap-toestanden (metal induced gap states, 
MIGS) een belangrijke rol. Bij BIS metingen vinden we inderdaad een verhoogde 
spectrale intensiteit vlakbij het Fermi niveau, hetgeen indicatiefis voor de aanwezigheid 
van MIGS. 
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